EXHIBIT B- INITIAL SUBMITTAL CONCEPT PLAN

SCALE : 1” = 100’
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MEMORANDUM

Date:

August 21, 2020

To:

Jim Charlier, Charlier Associates, Inc.

From:

Christopher Bender, PE, Fehr & Peers

Subject:

Midday Peak Hour Synchro Analysis of SR-224 & Ute Blvd

Preston Stinger, PTP, LEED GA, Fehr & Peers

UT19-2154
This technical memorandum summarizes an addendum to the traffic analysis performed for the
Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for the proposed Olympic View development in Summit County, Utah.
The analysis was performed to evaluate the midday traffic conditions at the SR-224 & Ute Blvd
intersection during an average month of the year to supplement the AM and PM peak hour
conditions analyses in the previously submitted TIS.
Data from the Continuous Count Station (CCS) along SR-224 was used to create adjustment factors
to modify the previously obtained AM and PM peak hour counts at SR-224 & Ute Blvd to represent
midday turning movement counts. Since traffic patterns differ in the morning, midday, and evening
periods, the AM and PM peak hour counts were multiplied by 141% and 81%, respectively, and
then averaged to approximate the turning movement volumes during the noon to 1 PM hour.
Project trip generation was also modified by time-of-day factors published in the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition to reflect the noon to 1 PM
hour.
Table 1 reports LOS of the previous and updated analyses. Since SR-224 & Ute Blvd is a signalized

intersection, average vehicular delay and LOS are reported. All columns reflect conditions with

current lane configurations and intersection controls and no mitigations. Trips generated by the
development in the AM and PM peak hours are the same as were outlined in the Trip Generation
Comparison Memo, dated August 8, 2020. The level of service analysis was performed according to
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the HCM 2010 methodology to be consistent with previous analyses. Detailed synchro report sheets
that include the LOS and queuing results of the midday analyses are included in the appendix.

Table 1: Level of Service Comparison
Existing
2023
Background Background

SR-224 & Ute Blvd
Scenario

Average Month2

2023 Plus
Project

2028
Background

2028 Plus
Project

Period

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

AM

15 / B

15 / B

14 / B

15 / B

15 / B

PM

66 / E

82 / F

108 / F

100 / F

136 / F

MIDDAY

15 / B

14 / B

21 / C

16 / B

23 / C

1.
2.

Intersection average LOS and delay for signalized intersections.
Represents adjusted traffic conditions for the average day of the year since the traffic counts for this study were
collected during April and May.
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2020.

As shown in Table 1, the midday traffic is expected to perform within acceptable levels of service,

similar to the AM peak hour. As previously outlined in the TIS, the intersection will likely struggle to
maintain LOS D conditions with or without the proposed Olympic View during in the PM peak

period. The stretch of SR-224 near the Ute Blvd intersection is anticipated to be studied by UDOT
in an upcoming study where potential mitigation measures will be evaluated.
Table 2 reports the difference in delay between the 2023 & 2023 Plus Project, and between the
2028 & 2028 Plus Project. As shown in the table, in the 2023 horizon year, the impact that the
project has on the level of delay during the midday is slightly more than the impact during the AM
peak hour, but less than the impact experienced in the PM peak hour in both the 2023 and 2028
scenarios.

Table 2: Project Impact Comparison
SR-224 & Ute Blvd
Scenario
Average Month2
1.
2.

2023

2028

Period

Sec/Veh1

Sec/Veh1

AM

0

0

PM

26

36

MIDDAY

7

7

Change in delay between background and plus project scenarios.
Represents adjusted traffic conditions for the average day of the year since the traffic counts for this study were
collected during April and May.
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2020.
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MEMORANDUM

Date:

August 20, 2020

To:

Jim Charlier, Charlier Associates, Inc.

From:

Christopher Bender, Fehr & Peers

Subject:

Peak Winter Month Synchro Analysis of SR-224 & Ute Blvd
UT19-2154

This technical memorandum summarizes Fehr & Peers’ update to the Synchro analysis performed
for the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for the proposed Olympic View development in Summit County,
Utah. The analysis was performed to update the background traffic at the SR-224 & Ute Blvd
intersection to reflect peak winter month conditions, instead of the average yearly conditions that
were analyzed in the previously submitted TIS.
As reported in the TIS, the previous analysis used a factor of 125% to scale the traffic counts that
were observed in April to an average day of the year volume. Similar to the method used to calculate
the average day factor, the monthly percentages from 2012 to 2017 were used to obtain a peak
winter month factor. From 2012 to 2017, ATR on SR-224 observed 146% as much traffic volume in
the peak winter month, January, as it did in April when the traffic data was collected. Therefore, the
background traffic volumes were scaled by a factor of 146% for the peak winter month analysis.
Table 1 reports LOS of the previous and updated analyses. Since SR-224 & Ute Blvd is a signalized

intersection, average vehicular delay and LOS are reported. All columns reflect conditions with

current lane configurations and intersection controls and no mitigations. Trips generated by the
development are the same as were outlined in the Trip Generation Comparison Memo, dated August
8, 2020. The level of service analysis was performed according to the HCM 2010 methodology to
be consistent with previous analyses.

2180 South 1300 East | Suite 220 | Salt Lake City, UT 84106 | (801) 463-7600
www.fehrandpeers.com

Jim Charlier
August 20, 2020
Page 2 of 4

Table 1: Level of Service Comparison
Existing
2023
Background Background

SR-224 & Ute Blvd
Scenario
Average Month2
Peak Winter Month3

2023 Plus
Project

2028
Background

2028 Plus
Project

Period

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

AM

15 / B

15 / B

14 / B

15 / B

15 / B

PM

66 / E

82 / F

108 / F

100 / F

136 / F

AM

17 / B

23 / C

24 / B

26 / C

37 / D

PM

139 / F

158 / F

185 / F

176 / F

208 / F

1.
2.

Intersection average LOS and delay for signalized intersections.
Represents adjusted traffic conditions for the average day of the year since the traffic counts for this study were
collected during April and May.
3. Represents adjusted traffic conditions for a typical day during the peak winter month of the year (January).
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2020.

As shown in Table 1, the increased volumes resulted in increased average delays and worse LOS at

the intersection in the winter peak month scenario. As previously outlined in the TIS, the intersection
will likely struggle to maintain LOS D conditions with or without the proposed Olympic View,
especially in the PM peak period. The stretch of SR-224 near the Ute Blvd intersection is anticipated
to be studied by UDOT in an upcoming study where potential mitigation measures will be
evaluated.
Table 2 reports the difference in delay between the 2023 & 2023 Plus Project, and between the
2028 & 2028 Plus Project.

Table 2: Project Impact Comparison
SR-224 & Ute Blvd
Scenario
Average Month2
Peak Winter Month3
1.
2.

2023

2028

Period

Sec/Veh1

Sec/Veh1

AM

-1

0

PM

26

36

AM

1

11

PM

27

32

Change in delay between background and plus project scenarios.
Represents adjusted traffic conditions for the average day of the year since the traffic counts for this study were
collected during April and May.
3. Represents adjusted traffic conditions for a typical day during the peak winter month of the year (January).
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2020.
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As shown in the table, in the 2023 horizon year, the impact that the project has on the level of delay
typically remains mostly consistent, regardless of background volume. However, during the 2028
horizon year, the AM impact did slightly increase in the 2028 horizon year, while the PM impact
slightly decreased in the same year.
Table 3 reports LOS of the previous and updated analyses, but only for the eastbound left turn

movement, as this is an area of concern for the development. Like the previous analyses, trips
generated by the development are the same as were outlined in the Trip Generation Comparison
Memo, dated August 8, 2020. The level of service analysis was performed according to the HCM
2010 methodology to be consistent with previous analyses.

Table 3: Level of Service Comparison
Existing
2023
Background Background

SR-224 & Ute Blvd
Scenario
Average Month2
Peak Winter Month3
4.
5.

2023 Plus
Project

2028
Background

2028 Plus
Project

Period

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

LOS &
Sec/Veh1

AM

60 / E

61 / E

132 / F

69 / E

145 / F

PM

184 / F

198 / F

245 / F

219 / F

305 / F

AM

66 / E

62 / E

69 / E

61 / E

73 / E

PM

272 / F

291 / F

375 / F

316 / F

399 / F

Intersection average LOS and delay for signalized intersections.
Represents adjusted traffic conditions for the average day of the year since the traffic counts for this study were
collected during April and May.
6. Represents adjusted traffic conditions for a typical day during the peak winter month of the year (January).
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2020.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Jeffery L Gochnour, Dakota Pacific Real Estate

From:

Matt Prosser, Economic & Planning Systems

Subject: Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Development Economic and
Fiscal Impacts Analysis; EPS #203085
Date:

July 26, 2020

Dakota Pacific Real Estate (Dakota Pacific) is in process of
obtaining approval for development of a large mixed-use
development project near the interchange of I-80 and Highway
224 in the Snyderville Basin area of Summit County Utah.
Dakota Pacific purchased a largely undeveloped site that is
entitled for an office park and research & development uses. The
current development program was approved in 2008. The
program was entitled for over 1.2 million square feet of office
uses. However, to date the project has only been able to attract
development of two office buildings and 152 workforce housing
units over 10 years. Dakota Pacific purchased the property in
2018 and is planning to build a mixed-use project that includes
multifamily residential, townhomes, retail, office, and hotel uses.
The project matches with current market demand and will likely
be able to attract the diversity of uses planned in much shorter
time period than the current rate of the current approved
project.
To support the approval of its development plan, Dakota Pacific
wanted to understand the economic and fiscal benefits that could
be generated by the proposed project. This memorandum
summarizes the estimated economic and fiscal impacts of the
project based on the proposed development program. The fiscal
impacts of the proposed project are compared to the estimated
impacts of the approved development program (assuming it is
able reach full buildout). The economic impact and development
fees to be generated are also summarized. A summary of the
approach and methodology to develop the impact estimates are
also provided within the memorandum.
Dakota Pacific’s proposed project is referred to within this
memorandum as the Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project or
Mixed-Use Project. The currently approved development on the
site is referred to as the Summit Research Park or Tech Center.
203085-Memo_Kimball Junction Economic-Fiscal Impacts_072620.docx
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Summary of Findings
The major findings of the fiscal and economic impact analysis of the proposed Kimball
Junction Mixed-Use Project are summarized below.
1. The proposed Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project is estimated to generate
$36 million in annual taxable retail and lodging sales in Summit County. The
project will generate 2,774 new residents and 1,034 jobs within the
Snyderville Basin area of Summit County that will substantially increase
economic activity in the area.
The proposed mixed-use project’s future residents, visitors, and workers are
estimated to generate $36 million in annual taxable sales. The 1,100 housing units
will be accessible to residents earning the full spectrums of incomes from 30% of AMI
to market rate for-sale housing. The hotel uses will accommodate 83,463 annual
visitors and 41,732 room nights. The non-residential uses will generate 1,034 new
jobs with an estimated average wage for all jobs of $56,000, which is above the
county-wide average ($49,720 in 2019 according to US Bureau of Labor Statistics). In
addition, the activity generated by the project, Dakota Pacific is also investing over
$15 million into regional and site infrastructure including sanitary sewer
improvements, trails, and community gathering spaces that will serve the greater
Snyderville Basin area.
2. The proposed Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project is estimated to generate
$5.3 million in annual tax revenue at buildout from sales, lodging, and
property tax.
The proposed mixed-use project’s
Table 1.
Annual Tax Revenue Summary
future residents, visitors, and workers
are estimated to generate $2.8
Mixed Use
million in annual sales tax revenue
Revenue Source
Tech Center
Project
from sales in Summit County and
$262,137 in annual lodging tax
Sales Tax
$2,821,090
$89,859
(Transient Room Tax) revenue from
Lodging Tax
$262,137
$0
hotel stays within the project, as
$2,303,055
Property Tax
$2,217,332
shown in Table 1. The land and
Annual Total
$5,300,559
$2,392,914
building improvements are estimated
Source: Economic & Planning Systems
to generate $2.2 million in annual
property tax revenue. The proposed
mixed-use project is estimated to
generate more annual tax revenue than the existing Tech Center once it is built out.
The Tech Center program is estimated to generate a total of $2.4 million per year
comprised of $89,800 in sales taxes and $2.3 million in property taxes.
3. The proposed Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project would also generate over
$15.4 million in one-time development fees.
The proposed mixed-use project is estimated to generate $3.1 million in one-time
building permits and review fees as shown Table 2. The project would also pay over

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.
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$12.3 million in development impact fees. The impact fee estimate does not include
the impact fees to the Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District (SBWRD) for
commercial uses as those fees are calculated by the SBWRD engineer and could not
be estimated without additional understanding of the exact commercial uses that will
locate in the project.
Table 2.

One-time Development Fees Summary

Revenue Source
Build and Permit Fees
Impact Fees 1

Kimball Junction
Mixed Use Project
$3,104,385
$12,302,795

1 Does not include SBWRD commercial impact fees
Source: Economic & Planning Systems

4. The proposed Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project is estimated to generate
an annual ongoing economic impact of $358 million on Summit County at
buildout. The construction of the project will generate $471 million in onetime economic impacts.
The proposed mixed-use project is estimated to generate an overall economic impact
of $358 million annually to Summit County at buildout, as shown in Table 3. The
project will generate 1,553 jobs including 1,034 direct jobs, 364 indirect jobs, and
155 induced jobs. The construction-related activity will generate $471 million in onetime economic impacts and generate 1,990 jobs during the construction period. The
proposed Mixed-Use Project will generate a diversity of jobs both on site and also
indirect and induced jobs. These impacts will likely be materialized in a shorter time
period, as the Tech Center development has not been able to attract the employment
uses, especially the sheer amount of jobs, promised with the development proposal.
Table 3.Economic Impact Summary

Item

Mixed-Use Project

One-Time Economic Impacts of Construction
One-Time Construction Impacts [1]
One-Time Construction Jobs (Job Years) [2]

$470.9 M
1,990

Annual Ongoing Economic Impacts
Annual Ongoing Operational Impacts [3]
Annual Ongoing Operational Jobs (Annual Average) [4]

$358.0 M
1,553

Source: IMPLAN; Economic & Planning Systems

[1] Includes direct and indirect impacts.
[2] Employment includes both full-time and part-time workers. Job years refer to the
number of jobs in each year summed over the entire construction period of the Project.
[3] Includes direct, indirect, and induced impacts of the anticipated land uses within the Project.
[4] Employment includes both full-time and part-time workers.
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Project Approach and Overview
Approach
The estimated fiscal and economic impacts of the proposed mixed-use project were
analyzed. Three major impacts were estimated including tax revenues, development fee
revenues, and economic impacts.
•

Fiscal Impacts – The fiscal impacts are illustrated by the estimated annual tax
revenue generated by the programs. The annual sales tax revenue, transient room
tax (lodging tax), and property tax. The fiscal impacts for both the proposed mixedused project and the approved Tech Center project are estimated for comparison.

•

Development Fees – The estimated development fees to be generated by the
proposed mixed-use project are calculated. Building and permit fees include building
fees, plan review fees, plumbing permit fees, electrical permit fees, and mechanical
permit fees. One-time impact fees assessed to new development in the Snyderville
Basin area were also estimated (where possible) including the County Transportation
Impact Fee, Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District Impact Fee, and the
Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District Impact Fee.

•

Economic Impacts – The economic impacts of the proposed mixed-use project were
estimated using the IMPLAN input-output economic model. IMPLAN is a software and
database platform that allows users to estimate the impacts of land uses and
development on specified areas of geography, in this case Summit County. The
economic impacts are estimated based on project construction costs and estimated
jobs within the project. The outputs include one-time impacts of construction
(economic impacts shown in total dollars and construction jobs generated shown in
job years). The outputs also include annual on-going economic impacts including total
economic dollars and ongoing operational jobs including jobs directly on the project
site (direct), indirect jobs, and induced jobs.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.
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Development Program
The existing project site currently has 75,000 square feet of office uses in two buildings
and 152 workforce housing apartment units. The existing development was not
considered in this analysis as it was assumed to have the same impact on both project
programs.
The proposed development program for the Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project is shown
in Table 4. The proposed mixed-use project includes 160,000 square feet of office use,
19,000 square feet of retail, and a 122,500 square feet hotel. It also includes 1,100
residential units including 306 income restricted workforce housing units, 714 market
rate apartment units, and 80 for-sale townhomes. The proposed development program
totals 1.6 million square feet comprised of 1.2 million square feet of residential and
376,500 square feet of commercial development.
The existing, approved Summit Research Park (Tech Center), if completed as proposed,
would total 1.49 million square feet of development including 1.22 million of additional
office and research park uses that are unbuilt.
In total, the Mixed-Use Project will result in 1.6 million square feet of development
including 1,252 residential units. The Tech Center would result in 1.49 million square feet
of development including 152 residential units.
Table 4.

Kimball Junction Project Development Programs

Land Uses

Kimball Junction
Mixed Use
Project

Tech Center

75,000
152

75,000
152

160,000
19,000
306
714
80
122,500

1,220,000
0
0
0
0
0

376,500
1,248,000
1,624,500
1,252

1,295,000
195,000
1,490,000
152

Existing
Office/Commercial (square feet)
Workforce Rental Housing (units)
Proposed/Planned
Office/Commercial (square feet)
Retail
Workforce Rental Housing (units)
Market Rate Rental Housing (units)
For-Sale Townhomes (units)
Hotel (square feet)
Total
Commercial/Office (square feet)
Residential (square feet)
Total (square feet)
Residential (units)
Source: Summit County, Dakota Pacific Real Estate
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Resident and Worker Generation Analysis
Future residents and employees that live and work on the site are the drivers of the
estimated sales tax revenue generated by the project and on-going annual economic
impacts. The estimated jobs and annual wages from nonresidential uses in both project
programs are shown in Table 5. The estimated annual household income from each
residential unit type is provided as well.
The Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project is proposed to include 1,100 residential units
within a mixture of apartment and townhomes. There would also be 306 workforce
housing units available to potential residents earning between 30% of Area Median
Income (AMI) up to 120% of AMI. The units are spread among these AMI cohorts with
the majority of units planned for household earning between 30% and 80% of AMI. A
total of 714 market rate apartment units and 80 market rate townhouses are also planned.
The project is estimated to generate 2,774 residents with an average household income
of $79,575. The average household income for each housing product type were estimated
based on the rental rate or home prices assumed for each project type. The mixed-use
project will also have 301,500 square feet of nonresidential space, generating 1,034 jobs
on site within an estimated average annual wage of $56,090
The Tech Center program is planned for 1.22 million additional square feet of office and
research and development space and no additional residential development. This space
would generate 3,050 jobs with an average annual wage of $67,088.
Table 5.

Kimball Junction Program Demographic Summary
Kimball Junction Mixed-Use

Residential Program

Workforce Rental Housing
30% to 50% AMI
60% to 80% AMI
100% to 120% AMI
Market Rate Rental Housing
For-Sale Townhomes
Total

Housing
Units

Residents Per
Household

128
128
50
714
80

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.8

1,100

320
320
125
1,785
224
2,774

Square
Feet

Jobs per Sq Ft

Office / Flex R&D 2
Retail
Hotel

160,000
19,000
122,500

272
500
300

Total/Average

301,500

Non-Residential Program

Estimated
Residents

Tech Center
Estimated HH
Income

Housing Units

Residents Per
Household

Estimated
Residents

Estimated HH
Income

$31,892
$55,811
$79,730
$80,000
$190,000

0
0
0
0
0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.8

0
0
0
0
0

-----------

$79,575

0

0

---

Estiamted
Jobs

Estimated
1
Annual Wage

3,050
0
0

$67,088
$33,138
$45,284

3,050

$67,088

Estimated
Estiamted
Jobs Annual Wage 1

Square Feet Jobs per Sq Ft

588
38
408

$67,088
$33,138
$45,284

1,220,000
0
0

1,034

$56,090

1,220,000

1 - Annual Wages estimated based on average annual w age in Summit County, Utah for corresponding employment industry.
2 - Employment in the office and flex R&D estimated to be split betw een four NAICS industries: 334=15%, 53=35$, 54=25%, 561=25%
Source: Dakota Pacific Real Estate; ESRI; US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS); Economic & Planning Systems

400
500
300
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Retail Spending
A retail spending model was developed to estimate the retail sales that would be
generated from residents and workers living and working on the project site. The retail
spending analysis estimates the annual retail spending potential for residents and
workers by retail store category. A sales flow analysis was completed to estimate the
portion of total spending captured within Summit County versus spent outside the county
by residents and workers. The average percentages of sales captured by store within
Summit County by county residents and workers are applied to the expenditure potential
from the residents and workers generated by the proposed project. Sales tax revenues
are then estimated based on the portion of sales captured within the county.
The first step in the spending analysis is to estimate the total personal income (TPI)
generated by the residents living in the proposed project. The Mixed-Use Project
residents are estimated to have a TPI of $87.5 million as shown in Table 6. The TPI is
calculated by multiplying the number of households (1,100) by the average household
income ($79,575). The Tech Center has no additional households.
Table 6

Kimball Junction Project Residents’ Total Personal Income

Build Out

Mixed-Use Project
Households
Avg. Household Income
Total Personal Income

1,100
$79,575
$87,532,500

Tech Center
Households
Avg. Household Income
Total Personal Income

0
$79,575
$0

Source: US Census; ESRI; Economic & Planning Systems
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The TPI of the mixed-use project residents is applied to the average percent of retail
sales made by Utah residents by retail store category. On average, a Utah resident
spends 38.1 percent of their income on retail goods based on data from the 2017 US
Census of Retail Trade for Utah. The project residents are estimated to generate $33.3
million in annual retail sales, as shown in Table 7.
Table 7.

Kimball Junction Project Residents’ Expenditure Potential

Store Type

Retail Sales
% TPI (2017)

MXD Project
Build Out
($000s)

Total Personal Income (TPI)

100%

$87,533

Convenience Goods
Supermarkets
Convenience Stores (incl. Gas Stations)
Specialty Food and Beer, Wine, & Liquor Stores
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods

6.1%
4.1%
0.6%
1.9%
12.7%

$5,329
$3,567
$563
$1,635
$11,095

Shopper's Goods
General Merchandise
Department Stores
Warehouse Clubs & Supercenters, other GM
Subtotal

0.6%
8.0%
8.6%

$487
$7,002
$7,489

2.0%
1.6%
0.9%
1.3%
0.9%
6.8%

$1,784
$1,434
$755
$1,150
$805
$5,927

15.3%

$13,416

Eating and Drinking

5.9%

$5,122

Building Material & Garden

4.2%

$3,690

38.1%

$33,323

Other Shopper's Goods
Clothing & Accessories
Furniture & Home Furnishings
Electronics & Appliances
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores
Miscellaneous Retail
Subtotal
Total Shopper's Goods

Total Retail Goods
Source: 2017 Census of Retail Trade; Economic & Planning Systems
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The retail expenditure potential from workers employed on the project site was also
estimated in addition to the resident expenditure potential. Based on surveys completed
by the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) the average office worker spends
$5,272 annually on retail goods and services while at work. The total employment
estimated for both development programs were used to estimate working spending. The
total employment was discounted by 38.8 percent to account for workers that are also
Summit County residents to avoid double counting. The annual expenditure potential by
store type is estimated in Table 8.
Table 8.

Kimball Junction Project Employees’ Expenditure Potential

Weekly
Spending

Annual
Spending 1

Employment
Non-Resident Employees
Non-Resident Employment

Tech Center
Total Annual
Expenditure
Potential

Mixed-Use
Total Annual
Expenditure
Potential

3,050
61.2%
1,867

1,034
61.2%
633

Restaurants

$26.29

$1,262

$2,355,500

$798,811

Goods and Services
Department Stores
Discount Stores
Drug Stores
Grocery
Clothing
Shoe
Sporting Goods
Electronics/Phone/Computers
Jewelry
Office Supplies
Warehouse Clubs
Other Goods
Personal Care
Personal Services
Goods and Services Total

$6.52
$8.19
$6.13
$15.98
$3.25
$2.43
$2.16
$4.86
$3.92
$7.37
$7.80
$3.95
$7.83
$3.16
$83.55

$313
$393
$294
$767
$156
$117
$104
$233
$188
$354
$374
$190
$376
$152
$4,010

$584,171
$733,798
$549,228
$1,431,757
$291,190
$217,720
$193,529
$435,440
$351,219
$660,328
$698,855
$353,907
$701,543
$283,126
$7,485,813

$198,107
$248,850
$186,257
$485,546
$98,750
$73,835
$65,631
$147,669
$119,108
$223,934
$237,000
$120,019
$237,911
$96,015
$2,538,631

$109.84

$5,272

$9,841,313

$3,337,442

Total

1 - Annual is estimated as 48 w eeks to reflect time off
Source: ICSC; Economic & Planning Systems
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A retail sales flow model was built to estimate the portion of retail sales to residents that
are made in Summit County. The model estimates actual sales generated by ESRI and
Info Group data at establishments in each store category (categories are based on NAICS
for the retail trade industry 44-45). The actual sales are compared to the expenditure
potential from residents and workers. EPS estimates sales capture rates of expenditure
potential for residents and workers based on the existing store and retail mix within
Summit County. This capture rate assumption results in an estimate of sales capture by
consumer type which is residents, employees, and visitors (inflow). There was an
estimated $875 million in retail sales made in retail stores in Summit County in 2020
(according to ESRI). EPS estimates the 62 percent of these sales were made to residents
of the county, 32 percent were made to visitors to Summit County, and 6 percent were
made to people working in Summit County who do not live in the county, as shown in
Figure 1 and Table 9.
Figure 1.

Summit County Estimated Retail Sales by Source

32%

62%
6%

County Residents

County Non-Resident Workers

Visitors to the County
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Table 9.

Summit County Retail Sales Flow Model

Store Type

Actual Sales

Resident
Expenditure
Potential
(2020)

($000s)

($000s)

Total Personal Income (TPI)

Resident Capture
Ex. Pot.
Sales
Capture
Capture
Est. Sales
Rate
Rate
% of Total

% of Total

($000s)

$2,251,677

Employee
Expenditure
Potential
(2020)
($000s)

Employee Capture
Inflow to Summit County
Sales
Sales
Ex. Pot.
Capture
Capture
Est. Sales
Est. Sales
Capture
Rate
Rate
% of Total

% of Total

($000s)

% of Total

($000s)

$110,955

Convenience Goods
Supermarkets
Convenience Stores (incl. Gas Stations)
Specialty Food and Beer, Wine, & Liquor Stores
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods

$165,519
$102,797
$23,378
$22,306
$313,999

$137,093
$91,768
$14,485
$42,063
$285,408

90%
90%
90%
40%
83%

75%
80%
56%
75%
75%

$123,384
$82,591
$13,036
$16,825
$235,836

$16,142
$0
$0
$6,192
$22,334

75%
0%
0%
75%
75%

7%
0%
0%
21%
5%

$12,107
$0
$0
$4,644
$16,751

18%
20%
44%
4%
20%

$30,028
$20,206
$10,342
$837
$61,413

Shopper's Goods
General Merchandise
Department Stores
Warehouse Clubs & Supercenters, other GM
Subtotal

$5,594
$56,421
$62,015

$12,518
$180,124
$192,642

10%
25%
10%

22%
80%
75%

$1,252
$45,031
$46,283

$14,859
$7,879
$22,739

25%
25%
25%

66%
3%
9%

$3,715
$1,970
$5,685

11%
17%
16%

$628
$9,420
$10,048

$136,856
$24,200
$45,752
$29,868
$57,487
$294,163

$45,892
$36,877
$19,413
$29,594
$20,698
$152,474

90%
60%
90%
75%
90%
80%

30%
91%
38%
74%
32%
41%

$41,303
$22,126
$17,471
$22,196
$18,628
$121,724

$5,738
$0
$4,909
$3,960
$11,435
$26,042

25%
0%
75%
25%
50%
45%

1%
0%
8%
3%
10%
4%

$1,434
$0
$3,682
$990
$5,717
$11,824

69%
9%
54%
22%
58%
55%

$94,119
$2,074
$24,598
$6,682
$33,141
$160,615

$356,178

$345,116

49%

47%

$168,007

$48,780

36%

5%

$17,508

48%

$170,662

$164,794

$131,766

75%

60%

$98,824

$26,557

75%

12%

$19,918

28%

$46,052

$39,707

$94,918

40%

96%

$37,967

$0

0%

0%

$0

4%

$1,740

$874,679

$857,208

63%

62%

$540,635

$97,672

55%

6%

$54,177

32%

$279,867

Other Shopper's Goods
Clothing & Accessories
Furniture & Home Furnishings
Electronics & Appliances
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores
Miscellaneous Retail
Subtotal
Total Shopper's Goods
Eating and Drinking
Building Material & Garden
Total Retail Goods

Source: ESRI, 2017 Census of Retail Trade; ICSC Office Worker Retail Spending; Economic & Planning Systems
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The estimated capture rate of sales to residents and workers in Summit County was
applied to expenditure potential from the residents and workers estimated to be
generated by the Mixed-Use Project. The residents and workers from the Mixed-Use
Project are estimated to generate $8.5 million in annual retail sales in Summit County, as
shown in Table 10.
Table 10.

Kimball Junction Mixed Use Project Estimated Annual Retail Sales

Store Type

Kimball Junction Mixed use Project
Resident
Employee
Total
Exp. Potential
Exp. Potential Exp. Potential

Capture
Rate

Estimated Sales
2018

Convenience Goods
Supermarkets
Convenience Stores (incl. Gas Stations)
Specialty Food and Beer, Wine, & Liquor Stores
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods

$5,329,400
$3,567,411
$563,081
$1,635,156
$11,095,047

$485,546
$0
$0
$186,257
$671,803

$5,814,945
$3,567,411
$563,081
$1,821,413
$11,766,850

75%
0%
0%
75%

$4,361,209
$0
$0
$1,366,060
$0

Shopper's Goods
General Merchandise
Department Stores
Warehouse Clubs & Supercenters, other GM
Subtotal

$486,638
$7,002,214
$7,488,852

$446,957
$237,000
$683,957

$933,595
$7,239,213
$8,172,809

25%
25%

$233,399
$1,809,803
$2,043,202

$1,784,032
$1,433,552
$754,652
$1,150,457
$804,628
$5,927,320

$172,584
$0
$147,669
$119,108
$343,953
$783,314
$0

$1,956,616
$1,433,552
$902,321
$1,269,564
$1,148,581
$6,710,634

25%
0%
75%
25%
50%

$489,154
$0
$676,740
$317,391
$574,291
$2,057,576

Other Shopper's Goods
Clothing & Accessories
Furniture & Home Furnishings
Electronics & Appliances
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores
Miscellaneous Retail
Subtotal
Total Shopper's Goods

$13,416,172

$1,467,271

$14,883,443

Eating and Drinking

$5,122,319

$798,811

$5,921,129

75%

$4,440,847

Building Material & Garden

$3,689,879

$0

$3,689,879

0%

$0

$33,323,417

$2,937,885

$36,261,302

Total Retail Goods
Source: 2017 Census of Retail Trade; Economic & Planning Systems

$4,100,778

$8,541,625
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The estimated annual retail sales from the Tech Center would only come from workers on
the site as there is not additional residential planned. The workers at the Tech Center are
estimated to generate $1.1 million in annual retail sales, as shown in Table 11.
Table 11.

Tech Center Estimated Annual Retail Sales

Store Type

Resident
Exp. Potential

Tech Center
Employee
Total
Exp. Potential Exp. Potential

Capture
Rate

Estimated Sales
2018

Convenience Goods
Supermarkets
Convenience Stores (incl. Gas Stations)
Specialty Food and Beer, Wine, & Liquor Stores
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,431,757
$0
$0
$186,257
$1,618,014

$1,431,757
$0
$0
$186,257
$1,618,014

75%
0%
0%
75%

$1,073,818
$0
$0
$139,693
$0

Shopper's Goods
General Merchandise
Department Stores
Warehouse Clubs & Supercenters, other GM
Subtotal

$0
$0
$0

$446,957
$237,000
$683,957

$446,957
$237,000
$683,957

25%
25%

$111,739
$59,250
$170,989

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$172,584
$0
$147,669
$119,108
$343,953
$783,314
$0

$172,584
$0
$147,669
$119,108
$343,953
$783,314

25%
0%
75%
25%
50%

$43,146
$0
$110,752
$29,777
$171,977
$355,651

Other Shopper's Goods
Clothing & Accessories
Furniture & Home Furnishings
Electronics & Appliances
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, & Music Stores
Miscellaneous Retail
Subtotal
Total Shopper's Goods

$0

$1,467,271

$1,467,271

Eating and Drinking

$0

$798,811

$798,811

75%

$599,108

Building Material & Garden

$0

$0

$0

0%

$0

Total Retail Goods

$0

$3,884,096

$3,884,096

Source: 2017 Census of Retail Trade; Economic & Planning Systems

$526,641

$1,125,749
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Hotel Visitation Analysis
The proposed hotel use within the Mixed-Use Project will be 122,500 square feet with an
estimated 130 rooms and additional hotel amenities including dining options and
conference space. The hotel is planned as a boutique hotel product aimed at luxury
travelers. Hotel visitor and spending estimates were generated to estimate sales tax,
tourism restaurant tax, and transient room tax (lodging tax). The assumptions (with data
sources) used to estimate lodging related sales are shown in Table 12.
The proposed hotel uses is estimated to generate 30,843 annual room nights and 92,528
annual visitors. These visitors are estimated to spend $467 per person per night on
lodging and retail while visiting, based on estimates from the University of Utah’s Gardner
Policy Institutes’ annual tourism impact profile for Summit County. Hotel visitors are
therefore expected to generate $7.9 million annually in lodging sales and $19.5 million in
food, retail, and entertainment sales.
Table 12.

Hotel Development Visitors’ Estimated Annual Spending

Hotel Estimates
Hotel Assumptions
Square feet
Estimated Rooms
Estimated Average Occupancy
Room Nights
Average Guests per Room
Estimated Annual Visitors
Daily Expenditure Assumptions
Lodging (Average Daily Rate)
Food/Drink
Retail/Entertainment/Recreation
Total
Annual Spending
Lodging
Food Sales
Retail/Entertainment Sales
Total
Source: Economic & Planning Systems

Factor

122,500
130
65%
30,843
3.0
92,528
$256
$106
$106
$467
$7,895,680
$9,761,651
$9,761,651
$27,418,983

Source

Dakota Pacific Real Estate
EPS Estimate
Estimated stabilized occupancy rate
EPS Estimate
EPS Estimate
EPS Estimate
Utah Travel and Tourism County Profiles, 2018 - Gardner Policy Institute, Univ. of Utah
EPS Estimate
EPS Estimate
2017/2018 Ski Utah Skier Study/2017 Park City Summer Guest Study
EPS Estimate
EPS Estimate
EPS Estimate
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Fiscal Revenue Analysis
This section provides estimates of fiscal revenues generated by the proposed Mixed-Use
Project and is compared to the existing Tech Center project. The sales tax, lodging tax
(transient room tax), and property taxes from the project area estimated. Also estimated
are the development fees expected to be generated by the proposed mixed-use project.

Sales Tax
The proposed Mixed-Use Project is estimated to generate $26.2 million in retail sales, as
shown in Table 13. The residents and employees from the project are estimated to
generate $8.5 million annually in retail sales and visitors are estimated to generate $19.5
million in retail sales in Summit County. In addition, the hotel will generate $7.9 million
in lodging sales, which results in $35.9 million sales that are subject to sales tax.
Restaurant sales were broken out of the $28.1 million to estimate restaurant tourism tax
and total $14.2 million.
The Tech Center program is estimated to generate $1.1 million in retail sales, no lodging
sales, and $599,108 in restaurant sales.
Table 13.

Kimball Junction Project Estimated Annual Sales by Type

Mixed Use
Project

Tech Center

Retail Sales
Residents and Employees
Visitors
Total

$8,541,625
$19,523,303
$28,064,928

$1,125,749
$0
$1,125,749

Lodging Sales
Restaurant Sales

$7,895,680
$14,202,498

$0
$599,108

Description

Source: Economic & Planning Systems
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The estimated sales tax revenue from taxable retail sales, restaurant sales, and lodgings
sales are provided in Table 14. The total sales tax rate in the Snyderville Basin Transit
District is 7.45 percent. The $35.9 million in taxable sales generated by the Mixed-Use
Project will generate an estimated $2.7 million in sales tax annually. In addition to the
7.45 percent, a 1.0 percent restaurant tourism tax is applied to sales at food
establishments in counties that opt to apply the tourism tax including Summit County.
The restaurant tourism tax is estimated to generate $142,025 from sales to the mixeduse project residents, workers, and visitors. Lastly, the lodging sales from the hotel use
in the proposed project will generate an estimated $262,137 in transient room tax
annually. In total, the Mixed-Use Project is estimated to generate $3.1 million in sales tax
revenue. The Tech Center program is only estimated to generate $89,816 annually.
Table 14.

Kimball Junction Project Estimated Annual Sales Tax Revenue

Rate
Estimated Sales (includes Lodging sales)

Mixed-Use Project
Estimated Sales Tax

Tech Center
Estimated Sales Tax

$35,960,608

$1,125,749

Snyderville Basin Transit District
State Sales and Use Tax
Local Sales and Use Tax
County Option Sales Tax
Mass Transit Tax
Additional Mass Transit Tax
County Option Transportation Tax
Transportation Infrastructure
County Transit
Botanical, Cultural, Zoo Tax
Sales Tax

4.85%
1.00%
0.25%
0.30%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.20%
0.10%
7.45%

$1,744,089
$359,606
$89,902
$107,882
$89,902
$89,902
$89,902
$71,921
$35,961
$2,679,065

$54,599
$11,257
$2,814
$3,377
$2,814
$2,814
$2,814
$2,251
$1,126
$83,868

Restaurant Sales
Restaurant Tourism Tax

1.00%

$14,202,498
$142,025

$599,108
$5,991

$7,895,680

$0

$236,870
$25,266
$262,137

$0
$0
$0

$3,083,227

$89,859

Estimated Lodging Sales
Snyderville Basin Transit District
County Transient Room Tax
State Transient Room Tax
Total

3.00%
0.32%
3.32%

Total Tax
Source: State of Utah; Economic & Planning Systems
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Property Tax
Property market values were estimated as a basis for estimating annual property tax
revenues. EPS utilized three sources of data on property values including construction
cost estimates using RS Means and input from Dakota Pacific, development values based
on achievable rental rates and sales prices, and actual market values and assessed
values from recently developed buildings in Summit County based on the valuations
given by the Summit County Assessor.
The Mixed-Use Project is estimated to have a total development value (land plus
buildings) of $430.5 million at buildout, as shown in Table 15. The Tech Center is
estimated to generate $305 million in total property value. The higher value for mixeduse development is generated by higher average property values from the more diverse
development program and the additional total development space within the Mixed-Use
Project program.
Table 15.

Kimball Junction Project Estimated Property Value by Use Type

Description
Tech Center
Office/Flex

Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project
Office/Flex
Retail
Workforce Rental Housing (units)
Market Rate Rental Housing (units)
For-Sale Townhomes (units)
Hotel
Total

Square feet/units

Estimated Value

Value per Sq Ft/Unit

1,220,000

$305,000,000

$250

160,000
19,000
306
714
80
122,500

$40,000,000
$4,940,000
$58,070,880
$218,094,545
$56,000,000
$53,416,533
$430,521,959

$250
$260
$189,774
$305,455
$700,000
$436

Source: Summit County Assessor, Dakota Pacific Real Estate, Economic & Planning Systems
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In the State of Utah, residents’ primary residences are entitled to an exemption of their
property tax. The residents’ primary residence (either for-sale or rental units) will have a
45 percent reduction in the assessed value of the property they live in. As a result, the
residential market values for a large portion of the Mixed-Use Project will have an
assessed value lower than the actual market value. All of the rental units in the program
are assumed to receive the exemption. Half of the townhome projects are assumed to be
owned and occupied by Utah residents using the home as their primary residence. The
other half is assumed to be owned by out of state owners or Utah residents as a second
home. This estimate of half is based on the current housing vacancy rate in Summit
County which is approximately 50 percent, which is driven predominately by units used
for seasonal or recreational use (e.g. second homes, short term rental units). The total
market value of the residential program is estimated to be $332 million. However, the
assessed value is estimated to be $195 million as shown in Table 16.
Table 16.

Mixed Use Project Estimated Residential Assessed Value

Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project

Units

Workforce Rental Housing
Market Rate Rental Housing
For-Sale Townhomes
Total

306
714
80
1,100

% Primary
Residence

Full Tax
Units

Assessed
Value

Exempt
Units

Assessed
Value

Total Assessed
Value

100%
100%
50%

0
0
40
40

$0
$0
$28,000,000
$28,000,000

306
714
40
1,060

$31,938,984
$119,952,000
$15,400,000
$167,290,984

$31,938,984
$119,952,000
$43,400,000
$195,290,984

Source: Economic & Planning Systems

The Mixed-Use Project is estimated to have a total assessed value of $293.6 million,
which will generate $2.2 million in total annual property tax, as shown in Table 17. The
Tech Center project is estimated to have a total assessed value of $305 million and
generate an estimate $2.3 million in annual property tax, due to its entirely
nonresidential program.
Table 17.

Kimball Junction Project Estimated Annual Property Tax

Description

Tax Rate

Actual Market Value
Assessed Value
Taxing Entities
Summit County Municipal Service
Summit County General Fund
State Assessing and Collecting
Local Assessing and Collecting
Weber Basin Water Conservation
Park City Fire District
Mosquito Abatement
Snyderville Basin Recreation
Park City School District
Charter School Levy - Park
Total
Source: Economic & Planning Systems

0.000559
0.000756
0.000009
0.000155
0.000153
0.000667
0.000027
0.000801
0.004384
0.000040
0.007551

Mixed Use Development
Residential Non-Residential

Total

Residential

Tech Center
Non-Residential

Total

$332,165,425
$195,290,984

$98,356,533
$98,356,533

$430,521,959
$293,647,517

$0
$0

$305,000,000
$305,000,000

$305,000,000
$305,000,000

$109,168
$147,640
$1,758
$30,270
$29,880
$130,259
$5,273
$156,428
$856,156
$7,812
$1,474,642

$54,981
$74,358
$885
$15,245
$15,049
$65,604
$2,656
$78,784
$431,195
$3,934
$742,690

$164,149
$221,998
$2,643
$45,515
$44,928
$195,863
$7,928
$235,212
$1,287,351
$11,746
$2,217,332

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$170,495
$230,580
$2,745
$47,275
$46,665
$203,435
$8,235
$244,305
$1,337,120
$12,200
$2,303,055

$170,495
$230,580
$2,745
$47,275
$46,665
$203,435
$8,235
$244,305
$1,337,120
$12,200
$2,303,055
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One-time Development Fees
The one-time development fees assessed to new developments in the Snyderville Basin
area were estimated for the Mixed-Use Project. To estimate the development fees, the
estimated construction cost is needed. EPS estimated the construction cost for the project
based on comparable project experience, input from Dakota Pacific, and utilizing RS Mean
construction cost estimating software. The estimated construction value based on the
International Building Code (IBC) and the International Residential Code (IRC) are also
required to estimate building fees due to the valuation guidelines provided by Summit
County. EPS estimates the total construction cost of the project to be $273 million, as
shown in Table 18. The estimated construction valuation based on the Summit Code
valuation guidelines driven by the IBC and IRC is $240 million.
Table 18.

Mixed-Use Project Estimated Construction Cost and Valuation

Description

Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project
Office/Flex
Retail 1
Workforce Rental Housing
Market Rate Rental Housing
For-Sale Townhomes
Hotel
Total

Square feet /
units

Estimated
Construction
Cost per
Costs Sq Ft / Unit

IBC/IRC
Valuation
per Sq Ft

IBC/IRC Valuation

160,000

$32,480,000

$203

$181.12

$28,979,200

19,000
306
714
80
122,500

$3,990,000
$44,370,000
$135,660,000
$21,200,000
$35,525,000
$273,225,000

$210
$145,000
$190,000
$265,000
$290

$154.36
$152.86
$152.86
$102.91
$182.28

$2,932,840
$53,068,545
$123,826,605
$9,340,486
$22,329,300
$240,476,976

1 Retail assumed to be 50% restaurant/bar and 50% retail shops
Note: All residential units assumed to be same size (1,135 sq ft) for purposes of estimating IRC valuation
Source: RS Means, Summit County, Dakota Pacific Real Estate, Economic & Planning Systems

The Building and Permit Fees that would be generated by the Mixed-Use Project are
shown in Table 19. The project is estimated to generate $3.1 million in one-time building
and permit fees. The estimated impact fees that will be generated by the Mixed-Use
Project include the County Transportation Impact Fee, the Snyderville Basin Special
Recreation District Impact Fee, and Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District Impact
Fee. EPS estimates the project will generate at least $12.3 million in impact fees for the
three fee sources. The impact fees from commercial development for the Snyderville
Basin Water Reclamation District were not calculated because the fees are based on
estimated water use tied to specific uses proposed. EPS does not have sufficient
information to estimate the fees and they are calculated by the SBWRD engineer based
on construction plans.
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Table 19.

Mixed Use Project Estimated One-time Development Fees

Description

Rate

Building and Permit Fees
Building Fees
Commercial
Residential

0.75%
0.75%

Permit Fees
Commercial
Residential

65%
65%

Factor

of IBC construction value
of IRC construction value

of building permit fee
of building permit fee

Mixed Use Development
Unit
Estimated Fee

$54,241,340
$186,235,636

$406,810
$1,396,767

$406,810
$1,396,767

$264,427
$907,899

Plumbing Permit Fee
Commercial
Residential

$0.030
$0.025

per square foot
per square foot

301,500
1,248,000

$9,045
$31,200

Mechanical Permit Fee
Commercial
Residential

$0.030
$0.025

per square foot
per square foot

301,500
1,248,000

$9,045
$31,200

Electrical Permit Fee
Commercial
Residential

$0.035
$0.030

per square foot
per square foot

301,500
1,248,000

$10,553
$37,440

Total Building and Permit Fees
Impact Fees
Transportation Impact Fees
Business Park
Specialty Retail Center
Sit Down Restaurant
Hotel
Multifamily Residential

$3,104,385

$2,234
$5,584
$20,260
$1,282
$1,160

per 1,000 sq ft
per 1,000 sq ft
per 1,000 sq ft
per 1,000 sq ft
per unit

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District Impact Fees
Commercial
$0.56 per square foot
Residential
$3,444 per unit
Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District
Residential
2 bedroom units
$5,848 per unit
3 bedroom units
$8,772 per unit
Commercial
Dependent on use
8,772
per RE equivalent
Total Impact Fees (less SBWRD fees for commercial)
Source: Economic & Planning Systems

160
9.5
9.5
123
1,100

$357,474
$53,046
$192,469
$157,001
$1,276,440

301,500
1,100

$168,840
$3,788,279

1,020
80

$5,964,960
$701,760

To Be Estimated by SBWRD Engineer
$12,302,795
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Economic Impact Analysis
EPS prepared an Economic Impact Analysis of the proposed Mixed-Use Project. The
purpose is to estimate the quantifiable one-time construction and ongoing operational
impacts of the proposed project on the local economy with respect to jobs, income, and
total economic output. The economic stimulus generated by the project will have a
multiplying effect throughout the economy as local businesses, consumers, and
employees associated with the project make local expenditures. This Economic Impact
Analysis quantifies these impacts using an input-output (I/O) economic modeling system,
which measures the change in regional economic activity resulting from a specific
economic stimulus.
In this Economic Impact Analysis, the local economy is defined as Summit County, and
the economic impacts measured include the direct contributions of the project, as well as
indirect and induced impacts resulting from project construction and operations. Figure 2
illustrates the activities captured by this Economic Impact Analysis.
Figure 2.

Economic Impact Analysis

Total Economic Impacts

DIRECT IMPACTS

INDIRECT IMPACTS

Operating revenues and
employment

Business-to-business
transactions

Example: Annual sales
revenues from onsite
operations.

Example: industrial users
purchase goods, such as office
supplies and equipment,
generating sales for other local
businesses.

Source: EPS.

INDUCED IMPACTS
Spending of employee income
Example: A logistics center
employee spends their salary
on groceries and household
expenses, generating sales for
other local businesses.
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The inputs into the IMPLAN economic model are shown in Table 20. The primary inputs
to the model are the construction costs of the development program and the estimated
number of jobs (by industry) that will be located at the project once built.
Table 20

Kimball Junction Project IMPLAN Inputs

Description

Kimball Junction Mixed-Use Project
Office/Commercial (square feet)
Retail
Workforce Rental Housing (units)
Market Rate Rental Housing (units)
For-Sale Townhomes (units)
Hotel (square feet)

Square feet /
units

Construction Costs

Jobs

160,000
19,000
306
714
80
122,500

$32,480,000
$3,990,000
$44,370,000
$135,660,000
$21,200,000
$35,525,000

588
38
0
0
0
408

NAICS Code

See Mix on the Right
50% - 44-45, 50% 722

72111

Office/Flex Use NAICS Mix
NAICS
% of Jobs
334
15%
53
35%
54
25%
561
25%

Source: Economic & Planning Systems, Dakota Pacific Real Estate

The Mixed-Use Project has an estimated construction cost of $273 million, as shown in
Table 21. The construction of the project is estimated to generate a total one-time
economic output to the Summit County economy of $471 million. The construction of the
project will also generate the need for 1,990 total job years.
The Mixed-Use Project is estimated to result in space to accommodate 1,034 jobs within
multiple industry sectors within the office, retail, and hotel uses. The total annual ongoing operating impacts on the Summit County economy from the jobs located in the
project is estimated to be $358 million. The 1,034 direct jobs will result in an additional
364 indirect jobs and 155 induced jobs, as shown in Table 22.
A mixed-use development, even with a more residential orientation, still generates
positive economic impacts. The proposed Mixed-Use Project will generate a diversity of
jobs both on site and also indirect and induced jobs. Table 23 shows the indirect and
induced employment generated by the project in key industries including near 100 jobs in
professional, scientific, and technical services. Other industries with indirect and induced
employment being generated by the project include management of companies, real
estate, administrative services, and other financial services. These impacts will likely be
generated in shorter time period, as the Tech Center program has not been able to
attract the types of jobs promised with the development proposal.
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Table 21.

Mixed-Use Project One-Time Construction Impacts

Activity/Impact Categories

Key Input
Project Construction Costs

Impact Type
Indirect

Direct

Total One Time
Impacts

Induced [1]

$273,225,000

One-Time Construction Impacts
Summit County Output [2]
Industry Output (excl. Income)
Income [3]
Total Output
Summit County Employment
(Job years) [4]

$273,230,000
$117,660,000
$390,890,000

$59,100,000
$20,940,000
$80,040,000

1,623

367

$0

$332,330,000
$138,600,000
$470,930,000

1,990

-

Source: IMPLAN, 2018 Dataset, Summit County, Dakota Pacific Real Estate, EPS.

[1] Note that total construction impacts include direct and indirect impacts only; induced impacts were not estimated
because construction activities are temporary and thus are not anticipated to generate net new household
expenditures in the local economy.
[2] Analysis based on Summit County data. Output is the amount of business expenditures on goods and
services retained within the local economy.
[3] Includes employee compensation, proprietors income, and other income (industry profits, rents, and royalties).
[4] Employment includes both full-time and part-time workers. Job years refer to the number of jobs in each year
summed over the entire estimated period of construction of the Project. For example, a single worker employed for
two years would equate to two job years.

Table 22.

Mixed-Use Project Annual On-going Operations Impacts

Activity/Impact Categories

Key Input
Ongoing Project Employment

Direct

Impact Type
Indirect

Induced

Total
Annual Ongoing
Impacts

1,034

Annual Ongoing Operating Impacts
Summit County Output [1]
Industry Output (excl. Income)
Income [2]
Total Summit County Output
Summit County Employment (Annual Average) [3]

$194,140,000
$57,220,000
$251,360,000

$58,120,000
$19,820,000
$77,940,000

$21,620,000
$7,030,000
$28,650,000

$273,880,000
$84,070,000
$357,950,000

1,034

364

155

1,553

Source: IMPLAN, 2018 Dataset, Summit County, Dakota Pacific Real Estate, EPS.

[1] Analysis based on Summit County data. Output is the amount of business expenditures on goods and services retained within the local
economy.
[2] Includes employee compensation, proprietors income, and other income (profits, rents, and royalties).
[3] Reflects stabilized operational employment Project. Employment includes both full-time and part-time workers.
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Table 23

Summary of Key Industry Employment – Indirect and Induced Impacts

Item

Key Industry Category
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Food Services and Drinking Places
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Real Estate
Administrative and Support Services
Construction
Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related Activities
Wholesale Trade
Repair and Maintenance
Ambulatory Health Care Services
Personal and Laundry Services
Other Industries
Total Key Industry Employment

Key Indirect and
Induced Employment
by Industry [1]

92
72
46
45
42
21
18
14
13
10
10
1,169
1,553

Source: IMPLAN; Economic & Planning Systems

[1] Reflects key industry indirect and induced employment supported by the direct economic activity generated by
the project.

EXHIBIT G
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

TOM RICHARDS
Kirsten Whetstone
Kimball Junction Development Plan
Monday, June 22, 2020 5:15:31 PM

As a Summit County resident for over 25 years, I feel this is way to many new
residences. Kimball Junction is very busy with auto traffic without this large influx. I
walk almost everywhere in the Kimball Junction area, but I know that the majority of
people with my identical access to trails and path don't walk, they drive, so more
traffic. A fix might be to design some larger, higher priced residences and reduce
some of the small units. Since I have your ear, I also feel an alternative access and
egress to Park City should be planned to alleviate through traffic from Park City to I80 that has no business in Kimball Junction. Just a choice for drivers who wish to
save time and trouble of passing through Kimball Junction. I know it is a difficult task
to find a way, but in a few years of development it will be impossible. Thanks for your
ear. Tom Richards

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Adams
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Development Agreement Amendments: Summit Research Park
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 12:15:24 PM

Hi Kirsten,
After attending the first "Hey, Kimball Junction" webinar put on by Dakota, I have
some further questions/concerns regarding the proposed Summit Research Park
development that I hope can be addressed in the planning committee meeting. (I am
an owner/year round resident in the Crestview condos and work in Park City.)
1. How will the "no nightly rentals" for all units be guaranteed/enforced?
2. What would the height of the buildings be, measuring from street level, and how far
back set from the street would they be?
3. Will solar panels be incorporated on the buildings to help mitigate energy use?
4. Will rain water be collected to use for watering the green/park spaces within the
development?
5. How will storm water run-off be managed?
6. Will the "opportunities" for playgrounds, trails, passive park land, and plazas within
the development actually be implemented?
7. Traffic: In their webinar they said the residential traffic of the new plan vs the
worker traffic of old plan is less. They did not address the impact of traffic from the
hotel visitors and hotel employees. How would that affect the overall traffic in the
area?
8. Hotel: In their webinar they said there was interest for a boutique style hotel in the
area. Who/what parties are interested in this hotel?
9. Snyderville Basin General Plan, Chapter 2, Objective D,
Policy 2.17: Within defined mixed use areas, a range of uses should be
supported that are appropriate for each individual location and neighborhood,
and may include small scale retail, offices, business and personal services,
schools, and parks designed to meet the needs of the neighborhood.
This policy does not support the implementation of a hotel in this area/development.
Particularly since this area is being promoted as a "community neighborhood."
It makes no sense to me to have a hotel in this area. There are already numerous
hotels/motels, condo nightly rentals in the Kimball Junction area and a hotel at the
Olympic Park. Plus, the ski resorts are currently building more lodging units and have
future plans of building more on/near the resorts. I think the land proposed for the
hotel would be better kept as open space to minimize a feeling of being in a canyon

when traveling on Tech Center Drive. With tall buildings on both sides of Tech Center
Drive, to have a tall hotel at the end of the road would not provide the "open mountain
land" experience that people think of in regards to Park City. Also, the hotel would
add more traffic and general congestion to this small area.
9. How many units/people would the hotel accommodate? How many employees
would the hotel require?
10. What would the height of the hotel be, measuring from street level, and how far
back set from the street would it be?
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Susan Adams

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherri Connery
Kirsten Whetstone
Mixed Use Proposal for Kimball Junction
Monday, June 22, 2020 7:37:02 PM

I am strongly against any mixed use for the “Tech Center”. The “Tech Center” was forced on us
years ago when we asked for open space. We were promised that it would only be light office
space. It is already an ugly blemish on the entry corridor. I support either the county purchasing as
open space or requiring the use to remain as is. Kimball Junction is dysfunctional as is, we do not
need to add to the problem with hundreds of residential units.
Sherri Connery

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scott johnson
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Real Estate"s proposed mixed-use development
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 7:41:04 AM

As a longtime resident of the kimball junction area. I strongly oppose any changes in the
development code for the tech center land. The original development code issued in 2008 was
carefully thought out and should not be amended to accommodate for the new owners
requests. This is a congested area and cannot accommodate another development of this size.
The addition of potentially thousands of cars would place overwhelming stress on the
infrastructure and natural environment. This proposed project is obviously an attempt to
maximize the developers profits with limited concern regarding any Impact on the
community.
Scott johnson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Knutson
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Development
Monday, June 22, 2020 5:53:05 PM

While I know that my voice will be unheard since developers and real estate agents are the only ones with enough
clout to make things happen in this town, but the proposed development is totally insane. Sure- if you build it, they
(might) come, but why are developers bent on destroying Park City. The 224 corridor cannot handle the traffic we
already have in a normal year. There are only two egresses - 224 and 248 and both are overburdened with the traffic
load we already have. Trying to cross 224 to access the library, outlet malls, Walmart, Whole Foods is almost
impossible even now. The traffic is at a standstill from approximately 3:30 pm til 6 pm on a regular basis, which
funnels huge traffic issues down Old Ranch Rd negatively impacting the neighborhood and all the bicycle traffic
ORR normally receives. Putting 1100+ rooms on that beautiful open space will add a minimum of 3300 automobiles
and 224 CANNOT handle that load. Please reconsider and put that size of development somewhere else. Park City
is being destroyed, it by bit.
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Mears
Kirsten Whetstone
Fwd: Kimball Junction Business park use change request comments
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 3:28:24 PM

See below
I am adamantly opposed to allowing the proposed use change. The planners for the
development company have prepared an artistic and appealing looking plan with all the buzz
words of walkability, trails, open space and workforce housing. It is a nice design for an
expanding urban area but, in my opinion, absolutely inappropriate in the Snyderville Basin
area and Kimball Junction...
I live in Highland Estates and I was a member of BOSAC ( Basin Open Space Advisory Committee)
for 5 years and at the time of the BOSAC/COSAC
land purchase from the Boyer Company and PRI. It was, as I recall, the same agreement that designated
the area now known as the business park for that specific use. The land acquisition of $25M was a joint
effort of the county and the city and was to preserve the entry to Park City's scenic value, to reduce the
proposed possible housing development and provide open space and recreational opportunities at
Kimball Junction and leading to the Olympic Park. NEVER was there any intent to, in the future, allow an
area with 1100 housing units and a hotel. At the time of the land acquisition, $25M was a huge
acquisition price and the business park was established. I think all of us who live in Snyderville Basin and
Park City are very grateful for the foresight and collaborative efforts of Summit County and Park City to
preserve this area.
I have spoken with many residents and have yet to hear that that housing would be any benefit to our
community. In fact, everyone views this as a future nightmare at Kimball Junction. Many locals already
are so upset about Kimball Junction traffic and congestion. I am on the just say No side of this
discussion. Of course, there is also the school issue which seems to have been left out of developer
discussions. I hope you and the other planners will also see this from the eyes of local residents.
The request for 1100 units and a hotel is outrageous and has no community benefit. There are 306
workforce housing units approved for the Silver Creek Village area ,30 approved at Discovery Ridge, 79
approved at Park City Heights and over 1100 workforce beds in the Canyons starting to get ready to be
built. Plus the 157 currently built workforce housing apartments at Liberty Peak. It is my understanding
that that development satisfied the workforce housing development requirement for the business park
approval. Please say NO and put this to rest. Thank you!
Kathy

Kathy Mears
2009 Park City REALTOR® of the Year
Summit Sotheby's International Realty
email: kathy.mears@sothebysrealty.com
website: www.owninparkcity.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/owninparkcity
1750 Park Ave | PO Box 2370 | Park City UT 84060
m 435.901.9964 | o 435.649.1884  | tf 800.641.1884

e fax 800.353.3430

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Gildea <jgildea@pcschools.us>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 8:48 PM
Kirsten Whetstone
Comment

https://youtu.be/jwuPui0pmO4
Throughout the comments, this song was stuck in my head!
Please consider economic diversity and entry aesthetic to Park City
Thanks to all! Jill Gildea
Sent from my iPhone

1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed
Kirsten Whetstone
comment for SBPC mtg tonite
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 4:51:20 PM

Hi Kirsten, unfortunately I am unable to attend tonite’s mtg, but my public comment is that some type of dedicated,
deed restricted, senior living apts would be appreciated by our seniors, and would go a long way toward satisfying
any compelling community interest obstacles. Thank you in advance for giving this large project the utmost of your
attention to make sure it corresponds to ALL applicable county codes and desires. The developers are asking a lot,
and they need to provide things we want to get the changes they desire.
Thanks and take care,
Ed Parigian,
Old Town, Park City

Public Hearing - Research Park Redesign
June 23, 2020
Colin DeFord - public comment
TO: Snyderville Basin Planning Commission & Summit County Planning Department;

The number one question you should ask as Commissioners is, “why?” Why should you
recommend a redesign and redevelopment of the Research Park? You do not have to do
anything.
As I read through Dakota Pacific’s presentation from August of 2019, below is what I can find as
a benefit to the community;
●
●

More work-force housing
Rental units / Senior units.

That is it; that is the only benefit to the community.
There is no doubt the Research Park has issues. The Sasaki Research Park design was
exciting for its time. We dodged another project that in 2008 also looked great, but as we now
know is not sustainable without some other research park anchor, such as a major university.
We have an opportunity to reimagine these 71 acres and create something we can all benefit
from in the basin.
My understanding is that in 2008, the county struck a deal with PRI (who owned the acreage of
the Research Park and the now open space below the Olympic Park) to help decrease the build
density that was proposed on the entire parcel. The county was then able to keep the now-open
space, opening and pushing the commercial density toward Walmart.
With this deal in mind, the Dakota Pacific design negates what the County intended in 2008,
which was keeping the density low. The change in use from the research park’s use-restricted
table to the currently proposed lifting of those uses will by far increase the density on the
project.
Things to think about when making your recommendation, although not all of this is within your
purview, but I am stating them regardless:
●

Part of the approval for the Research Park was higher-paying jobs:
● There is very little in economic development that comes back to the county in this
project, except for a few retail and hotel jobs;

●

●
●

Kimball Junction should be a county revenue generator. The project should
contribute back more than it takes in funds, considering property tax, sales tax
and school tax contributions to the county and school district;
The design does very little for anyone that does not live on-site, it simply contributes to
people and car density in Kimball Junction;
The preamble to Dakota Pacific’s design states that it, “fosters inclusivity, creates
authentic places, and connects people in meaningful ways.” What exactly does this
mean?
● Who does it connect? From what I can see, it only connects the people that will
acu]tually live inside the complex;
● Fosters inclusivity? Is this a definition of the multiple types of housing? This
project, as designed, is not designed to include anyone from outside the project;
● What is an authentic place? I do not understand what that means in this context;
● Lastly, "connecting people in meaningful ways” should instead be defined as
connecting our community and Kimball Junction - not just internal building to
building, as exists in the current design.

The presentation from Dakota Pacific goes on to state that they need a partnership with many
parties. For a project this large and this impactful, there needs to be more of a benefit for the
residents in the basin.
This project is poor design. I understand that there is a vested use on this land, but you now
have an opportunity to steer the use into something that is beneficial to the county and its
residents.
With this current plan, imagine yourself as a pedestrian: why would you be at Olympic View,
unless you were a resident? Probably biking or hiking through to access trails, highlighting that
Olympic View is not a destination.
What this should be is a real Town Center, not a town center that is tied to a ski resort, but one
that can stand alone, on it’s own merits.
Where in the basin are we able to enjoy day to day living, interact, celebrate, stroll, have a place
to peacefully protest, sit and watch the world go by? Where can we park once and then walk to
the corner store, go to the square, the library, a cafe, a sledding hill where parents can watch
while drinking a latte from a locally-owned vendor? With this project, we are simply creating
another isolated and poorly connected development.
We have a chance to reimagine Kimball Junction as a place to gather, to linger, to play, to hang,
to have the amenities of the old downtowns that many remember from their childhood.
This parcel is begging to be a walkable, integrated open-air development anchored in affordable
retail rents for businesses, restaurants, and leisure services. Vertically mixed residential types
with office space and civic use, all smartly placed.

Let's connect this community, not isolate it as is the current plan. We need a central place for
our community, a boulevard that reminds us of the old main street that encourages exploration.
An enduring, memorable public realm that is characterized by a pleasant and walkable
environment where pedestrians can window-shop while others dine al fresco. Good design
promotes mental well-being.
This is an opportunity for a public domain to host community events with the open space
appropriate to host them. Walkability, good circulation, connectivity, and ample underground
parking, which helps with the snow removal that plagues larger developments.
Commissioners, you have spent countless hours on Kimball Junction Master Planning and this
project does not fit within that new vision. This project design is with its back to the rest of
Kimball Junction, the doors are closed to this development’s neighbors.
Send this project back to the architect with a request to “do better,” with a negative
recommendation. Tell Dakota Pacific not to come back until this project is the example and
genesis of the redesign of the rest of the underdeveloped and poorly designed Kimball Junction.

Regards,
Colin DeFord

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brook Connery
Kirsten Whetstone
Kimball jct project
Monday, June 22, 2020 8:53:44 PM

Hi - there is no way kimball jct can support the additional traffic the proposed mixed use project will generate. Keep
it office space as originally zoned. Brook Connery

From: Amy Mills <amills3912@yahoo.com>
To: County Council <countycouncil@summitcounty.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020, 10:06:49 AM MDT
Subject: Kimball Junction development

Summit County Council,

I have filled out the "Hey Kimball Junction" survey, but I must say that it left me
cold. It seems that the last thing the community needs is another behemoth
development, ruining open space and further clogging the Kimball Junction
traffic interchange. Ideally, this land could be bought by the County or
conserved as a conservation easement. But it appears that the development is
a 'done deal', and the public may only be able to influence the details.

With those lowered sights in mind, I have 4 suggestions:
1. Preserve as much open space as possible, without greater building density
or greater building heights.
2. To meet local housing needs, consider supporting an assisted living facility
so those of us that age in Park City don't have to move away.
3. For stores (which we probably don't need, given the empty storefronts in
Newpark), we could use some practical businesses such as a hardware store,
rather than trendy gifts and pillows and more places to overeat. If we must have
businesses, maybe the County could encourage businesses that serve the
community.
4. The County could locate a recycling hub such as a set of drop-off bins for
residents in the KJ area who don't have curbside recycling and can't or won't
travel to Recycle Utah.

Thank you for anything you can do along these lines.

Amy Mills, Park City

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Sandler
Kirsten Whetstone
Park City Tech Center Question
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 10:56:50 AM

Hi KirstenI took part in a presentation from the developers who purchased the Park City Tech Center land in
Kimball Junction last week.
A question I posed to them was whether they have been in contact with Basin Rec or given any
thought to including a park facility, including an outdoor field, possibly tennis or pickle ball courts, a
basketball court and a child playset area. They said this is not something they’ve considered so far in
their development plans, but that if residents pushed for it then it is something they’d be open to
considering.
I strongly feel that if Summit County representatives are going to approve a change in the
development rights for this land and allow developers to build more housing and retail then the
stipulations should include not just ample open space, but building a park similar to Willow Creek for
the community.
What is the best way to relay my thoughts to the Summit County planning commission?
Thanks,
Aaron Sandler
1695 Redstone Ave. #B2
Park City, UT 84098

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:00:27 PM

-----Original Message----From: Angela Wambach [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:17 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/23/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Angela Wambach
570 N Dexter St 84116
As a new Skullcandy employee and avid visitor of Park City for mountain biking, I would love to see Kimball
Junction focus on sustainability, cycling and pedestrian access, and a more diverse community. This will be
beneficial to locals and guests, and make me more likely to continue spending more time and money there.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Mammen
Kirsten Whetstone
Tech Park Plans
Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:00:52 PM

Kirsten,
I am alarmed at the proposal to replace the tech park with rental units and a hotel. I believe very strongly
that this is the wrong thing for that location.
1. The tech park would be able to control traffic much better than a hotel or rental units ever could. The
Tech park could encourage car pooling and public transit while also offering flexible hours to compensate
for peak traffic times. Rental units could not control traffic at all.
2 The big problem with the Tech Park is that they were too strict about what constituted "Tech." For
years Nutraceutical tried to purchase a pad but they wouldn't sell to them because they were essentially
just offices and their Lab facilities were elsewhere. I have heard of other businesses who wanted to locate
there but they too did not qualify as "Tech." If any change is needed, they should just make it a "Business
Park" Skull Candy is not anything other than a business.
3. There is no real reason for Tech to locate in Park City. Most of the people they would hire live in the
valley.
Bill Mammen, AIA, LEED AP
Mammen Associates Architecture

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:02:19 PM

-----Original Message----From: Brooke Jacobs [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:48 AM
To: zack@schematik.io
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/21/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brooke Jacobs
65 Saint Moritz Ter, Park City, UT 84098 Local resident for 30 years.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dee Macaluso
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific
Friday, July 17, 2020 11:36:03 AM

Dear Kirsten,
Please do not support the plans Dakota Pacific has for development near Kimball
Junction. I'll keep it at that, as you have already heard all the reasons why.
Thanks,
Dee Macaluso

Recent Park Record issues have presented letters and opinion pieces expressing valid concern
over the proposed Dakota Pacific development in Kimball Junction. While each has presented
concerns about the proposal, most especially traffic congestion, each has in my opinion,
overlooked some compelling reasons why this proposal is good for Kimball Junction and
Summit County.
In the spring of 2017 Summit County named a committee to take a comprehensive look at
Kimball Junction, with the specific charge to address Land Use, Transportation/Transit,
Neighborhood Connectivity and Way-Finding Signs. The committee comprised of area residents
was supported by Summit County staff planners. Over the next 20 months the committee
developed the proposed Kimball Junction Neighborhood Plan Amendment to the Snyderville
Basin General Plan. In subsequent public hearings before the Snyderville Basin Planning
Commission and the Summit County Council broad public comment was heard and factored
into the approval decisions by these two bodies.
The Neighborhood Plan as approved paves the way for a sustainable environment where
people can live, work and recreate. It envisions the following attributes:
• A Mixed-Use Neighborhood
• A People Oriented Walkable Environment
• A Seamlessly Connected Neighborhood
• A Variety of Housing Choices
• High Visual Quality
• Centralized Parking
The Dakota Pacific proposal that impacts the west side of 224 is in sync with these positive
attributes, and the approved vision. Its implementation is supported by the Neighborhood
Mixed Use zoning proposal being prepared by Summit County. Traffic studies show the peak
time traffic load added by the Dakota Pacific development when fully built, appears to be less
than what would occur with the build out of the original entitlement. That said, the Snyderville
Basin and Park City traffic problem needs to be resolved. Allowing the current agreement for
this property to remain in place as the Park Record suggested last week does not address the
current traffic congestion, merely kicks it down the road, until the public will demand the
necessary political resolve to improve it.
The Kimball Junction Planning Committee met with the head of UDOT during the analysis and
planning process to focus directly on how current and future traffic concerns could be
addressed. It was advised that it would be necessary for Park City and Summit County to bring
an agreed solution to UDOT. Past planning conversations have suggested that Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) is likely the preferred solution. The Dakota Pacific proposal reserves appropriate land to
enable an appropriate transit center to be integrated into the project at a later date. While it
would be preferable to incorporate a solution to our ages old traffic problem now, preserving
the ability to add it later is relevant. While it is appropriate to expect the developer to

participate in the cost to solve this problem, they should not be expected to carry the entire
cost. In my opinion It should appropriately be shared by Summit County, Park City, and UDOT.
The substantial growth that Utah and Summit County have seen and will continue to see must
also be considered. New residents are going to live somewhere, and a sustainable transitoriented development will provide an opportunity to lower their carbon footprint.
The Kimball Junction Neighborhood Plan along with the Neighborhood Mixed Use zoning, lay
the groundwork for a world class live-work-play environment. The Dakota Pacific proposal
gives us an opportunity to begin moving towards that vision within the next few months. In
preparation for whatever may happen in Kimball Junction, it critical that we begin moving now
to address the traffic problem.
Gordon Mills, FAIA
Snyderville Basin

Henry Sigg
Summit County Resident for 42 years
Profession: Real Estate Developer
Honorable Commissioners and Council
As a multi decade resident of Summit County I am here to voice my opposition to the DakotaPacific development at the Park City Tech Park.
As a real estate developer in support of regulated responsible and sustainable growth in our
community. I am in support of nodal development that preserves open space and creates
sustainable balance between economic viability and population growth in a live work setting.
This development is akin to Hideout – it is all residential at the expense of the citizens that
have worked long and hard to preserve the amenity which is our community. This proposal will
have the effect of Increasing our already over run capacity of trails, services and amenities
while giving zero back to the community other than the false narrative of providing affordable
housing.
The county has plenty of potential options available for the creation of affordable rental
housing AND has established a county housing authority to ensure that such housing remains in
the control of the county and not a developer looking to profiteer from the desirable Summit
County aesthetic.
This proposed project has ZERO balance, increases density beyond what was previously entitled
and proposes to create a Disneyland like entry statement to our mountain community that
increasingly is becoming metropolitan and exponentially losing its charm. A one third increase
in density to the originally approved density is just NOT acceptable and should be
wholeheartedly and unanimously denied!
I would urge that Summit County create economic sustainability and impact standards for
development applications and not approve bold egregious applications like this by opportunists
that attempt to take advantage of “ hot Market “ dynamics without regard to the community at
large and with total disregard to the Impacts that their self-serving proposals attempt to mask
behind a false narrative of community benefit.
As an alternative the county should seek to amend the existing development agreement that
encumbers the property to provide for more flexibility in permitted business uses within the
context of the spirit for which the property was originally entitled.
Respectfully,
Henry Sigg

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Kantor
Kirsten Whetstone
Kimball Junction/Dakota Pacific
Thursday, July 16, 2020 6:04:09 PM

As residents of Snyderville Basin area, we are totally OPPOSED to the proposed change in the Tech Park
Agreement. Please vote NO to this proposal!
Howard and Anna Lea Kantor
4859 Silver Springs Drive
Park City, UT 84098

 Pat….
It is a wonder to see you still contributing to the success of this county. Your
work in Park City, and and now in the county as a whole is nothing short of
amazing. I wish I were still in a position where I could enjoy your work, and
watch your success.
I though I would write you some thoughts about the proposal for the re-planning
of the Boyer project at Kimball Junction.  I was a member of the West Side
Planning Commission at the time of the Boyer approval, and I have some insights
which might be helpful. I, for one was proud to be a part of the process and glad
to assist in some small way to make sure this got done.
I believe, as I remember that the goals were to:
Bring high quality employees to the basin, have them work here, invent
here and enjoy the mountain living in the Snyderville Basin.
Bring creative companies into the basin and secure the business friendly
nature of the valley.
Reduce congestion of automobiles yet build the traffic of having more
wallets moving around the community shedding their dollars on our retail,
recreational, and cultural assets. (Plus... the taxes paid to the county would
be a benefit.)
Secure a significant amount of affordable housing to fill the counties
deficit.
Build an environmental community that is sensitive.
And — get all that open space. (No small triumph)
And get it all built out in 10 to 15 years.
I remember leaving one of the meetings and thinking, "In 10 years will I be proud
of this addition to the community?"
Well, now, it is almost 15 years into the future, and only one building (other than
the Welcome Building) has been built. The transit center is built and functioning,
and the Congestion has continued to grow.
I drove through that neighborhood last week and wondered what had happened
that was keeping the high quality companies from moving up here and taking
advantage of this employee friendly valley?
But then, the Market rules these decisions, and the market for this type of
Research Park Facility just hasn’t moved up the canyon.
Then I learned of the new proposal.
I was impressed:

It could all be built at once, avoiding the annual construction traffic over the
next 15 years.
It would more than double the Affordable Housing over the Boyer
development. Almost like getting that for free.
It would bring real living beings to the basin. They would live here, shop
here, and increase the viability of the existing retail without materially
increasing retail.
It would bring a moderately priced hotel allowing ordinary folks to come,
ski, and summer in this basin.
The buildings would designed to be together, not one building after another,
one architect after another trying to make a statement.
It would enhance the Kimball Junction neighborhood. (I understand a
Neighborhood Plan has been developed in which this new project
materially fits)
Patrick, I’m sure your feelings about this new proposal are complex, and that you
may already feel it is either good or bad. But I wanted to express and opinion
from someone who served on that Planning Commission, and remember the
discussions, and now see the benefit of the new proposal.
I wish you the best. I hope you will continue to provide your wise and educated
council to the county. Your good work is all around us now, and it is a joy to
have been a small part of it. Not so bad knowing you this long and watching your
success.
Kindest Regards
Jeff Smith
801 550-1925

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Seabury
Kirsten Whetstone
NO to revising the 2008 Tech Park agreement
Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:58:20 PM

Dear County Council:
We do not need more people and more industry and more traffic. We can't park at trailheads,
we sit in traffic, and development is everywhere and growth is exploding. Stop. Let us rest for
awhile.
Thank you for all your hard work.
Best wishes,
jen Seabury

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:01:29 PM

-----Original Message----From: Jenny Preece [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:18 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/22/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jenny Preece
3400 pine valley road, Woodland, Utah 84036

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Gildea <jgildea@pcschools.us>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 3:53 PM
Kirsten Whetstone
Comment related to Dakota Pacific Development

Statement on Residential Development
Summit County has attracted developers and outdoor enthusiast alike. Although this has not been the case through the
areas entire history, it is a key driver today. With increased attention to our community and its offerings comes the
desire to be a permanent part of the community.
As a community amenity along with the many county services required to support this community growth, we desire to
be part of the necessary conversations to develop a thriving community and provide high quality education to our
residents, no matter how recently they have joined our community.
One challenge we face as a school district is the ability to anticipate growth in demand for educational services. Under
Title 17, Chapter 27a the County is not required to notice the school district when development projects are introduced
or development plans amended. The statute also does not prohibit communication between our two entities. We
desire to improve the communication regarding development so that we can anticipate and support the community
growth the County encourages and manages.
In particular is the Summit Research Park Development at Kimball Junction. Originally planned as a research park, it is
now under public comment to include residential units, upwards to 1,100. The impact to the school district is an
estimated 500 school age children moving into the development. This is the equivalent of introducing a new school or at
least the requirement to adjust boundaries to all our elementary schools. The District did not know of these changes
until it attended a public meeting where some details were shared. The District was also in the midst of its educational
master plan. A revelation like this is very disruptive to our efforts to plan for the District’s future.
As a community, we should be working together and pulling together to maintain the quality of life we expect. We
desire to open a communication process that is conducive to supporting growth and provides a way to cooperatively
plan for our community’s health, vitality, economic growth and responsible development.
Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Gildea
Kirsten Whetstone
The concern...
Friday, July 3, 2020 10:02:12 AM

Here is the concern in large housing project...

"We cannot expect to address our most serious educational issues if the
most disadvantaged of the nation's children are concentrated in separate
neighborhoods and schools," Richard Rothstein wrote in an essay for PDK
last year.
The "de facto" title references an idea cited by Chief Justice Roberts in the
2007 Supreme Court case Parents Involved, which prohibited school districts
from engaging in race-conscious de-segregation efforts. In his opinion, Roberts
wrote that governmental entities cannot constitutionally intervene to
remedy de facto segregation - segregation that resulted from the decisions of
individual homeowners and renters - by taking race into account to desegregate schools.

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Gildea <jgildea@pcschools.us>
Friday, July 3, 2020 10:02 AM
Kirsten Whetstone
The concern...

Here is the concern in large housing project...

"We cannot expect to address our most serious educational issues if the most disadvantaged
of the nation's children are concentrated in separate neighborhoods and schools," Richard
Rothstein wrote in an essay for PDK last year.
The "de facto" title references an idea cited by Chief Justice Roberts in the 2007 Supreme
Court case Parents Involved, which prohibited school districts from engaging in race‐conscious
de‐segregation efforts. In his opinion, Roberts wrote that governmental entities cannot
constitutionally intervene to remedy de facto segregation ‐ segregation that resulted from the
decisions of individual homeowners and renters ‐ by taking race into account to de‐segregate
schools.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:01:36 PM

-----Original Message----From: Jill Smoot [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:40 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/22/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jill Smoot
3500 Pine Valley Rd. Woodland, Utah
We access all the local business often in this area because of where we live.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kayley Cassity
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey
Please vote "No" on land use change at Tech Park
Thursday, July 16, 2020 3:49:04 PM

Dear Summit County Planner and Snyderville Basin Planning Commissioners,
Please vote “NO” on the upcoming Kimball Junction-Dakota Pacific proposal regarding a change to
high density residential/hotel from the approved use of Tech Park.
As a long-time Basin resident, I’m very concerned at the increase in traffic, congestion, and density
happening around our town, and especially at Kimball Junction. It is absolutely the wrong place to
add 1,100 residential units and a hotel.
A Technology Park, as originally envisioned and approved, is still the best use for that property
(unless it could possibly be preserved as Open Space).
I implore you to vote “No” to the proposed change.
Future Park City/Snyderville Basin will thank you!
Best Regards,
Kayley Cassity
Silver Springs
I will not be able to attend the Planning Commission Zoom Call on July 28, but please enter my
comments for the record.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Emerson
Kirsten Whetstone
No to kimball tech development
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:09:50 PM

Please don’t approve the Dakota development. NO
We are saturated
I live in Silver springs and traffic is horrible during peak hours 3-6pm, construction during
summer, ski and workers during winter
Ive waited 1 hour to get from my job in Deer Valley to my home. 7 miles!!
Stop the madness. No more cars, people, retail
Karen Emerson
435-513-5583

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Deckert
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
DakotaPacific Proposed Development
Sunday, July 19, 2020 3:04:59 PM

I recall in the late 70’s and early 80’s the sentiment was expressed by Park City residents that the entry corridor of
224 be a protected landscape as the entrance to Park City. At the time I do not know what the zoning allowances
were, but the sentiment steered towards keeping the landscape intact. As we see today the fruition of an entryway
with no development did not transpire and the intentions expressed may have been a romantic version of how the
future of ParkCity was desired to be. The ensuing development that has occurred I believe has been not overdone
and for the most part it is an attractive entrance into town with a lean towards a conservative approach to
development along Hwy 224.
That being said it would be just absolutely abhorant to view the beginning of the entryway into town as a Salt Lake
City landscape. The TechPark has earned its space there with development rights that were deemed by officials
to reflect the community needs and ambiance. To mar this space with an additional Parking Garage, Another
Cultural/Arts facility, 1135 new dwelling units adding in more retail at 15000 square feet would mar the spaces that
now invite the visitors into a mountain town experience.
To even mention the nightmare experience of driving out to the junction from Old Town to get supplies is one we
can imagine as we have all been there in the middle of some really awful traffic jams. Park City as a place of
Liveablity would be something of the past.
I ask our representatives to make decisions that reflect residents desires for a livable environment. This space has
already been approved for a specific need in our community and I am hopeful that the Council will reflect
our community’s vision of goals pursuing a quality of life experience we all value here.
Please vote for no further entitlements or changes in density or usage from the previous approval for this space.
Thank You for your foresight and forbearance in protecting the original intentions as approved for this large and
conspicuous parcel at the entrance to our mountain home.
Kathryn Deckert

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Mears
Kirsten Whetstone; Pat Putt; ryan@dickeypartners.com
Re: Kimball Junction Business park workforce housing clarification
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 3:02:13 PM

Thanks for your work last evening. After 6 hours on Zoom, I left the meeting and I was not able to
hear the final questions and comments from the commissioners. Can you please clarify for me if the
proposal is for all the "workforce" housing to be rentals? No path to ownership? Also, I heard deed
restricted and I heard income restricted?
1. Does that mean the developer's ownership of the rental units and any future ownership is deed
restricted to the annual 3% allowable appreciation. I ask that in the case of a future transfer of
ownership on the rental units from this developer in the future.
2. If all the workforce housing is rentals, is that what is broken down by the income restrictions? Are
those income restrictions protected in the future? I recognize the guidelines for the area median
income, etc changes.
3. I do not remember who asked the question about if the rentals will be restricted to employees in
Summit County. Seems the answer was something like "we will try" but if they do not fill up right
away, we may have to remove that limitation.
Also, yesterday was very tedious for everyone involved and I think you may have lost some potential
public input by the long time before the public hearing started and the lengthy 40 minutes with the
developer before any one got to comment.
I want to recommend two things for the July 28th meeting:
1. Set a specific time for the public hearing and give the developer a specific amount of time so the
public know exactly when to jump on the Zoom meeting and make comments. Given the magnitude
of this request, I think the public deserves that convenience.
2. In the past, I have attended many public hearings. As I recall, it was always protocol to sign in and
to indicate where you lived. I feel this is very important so you know who is providing you with
comments. Are they residents of Summit County? Do they have any financial interest in the
development?
Thanks

Kathy

Kathy Mears
2009 Park City REALTOR® of the Year
Summit Sotheby's International Realty
email: kathy.mears@sothebysrealty.com
website: www.owninparkcity.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/owninparkcity
1750 Park Ave | PO Box 2370 | Park City UT 84060
m 435.901.9964 | o 435.649.1884  | tf 800.641.1884

e fax 800.353.3430

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:01:45 PM

-----Original Message----From: Krista Woolley [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:39 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/22/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Krista Woolley
7962 ranch club trail park city Utah 84098

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lsgorton@gmail.com
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 4:17 PM
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota project comments

I’m sorry I cannot attend the meeting today. I want to comment on the project.
I have been following it and have some concerns.
I would like to see less residential due to the traffic impact. The developers argue that residential traffic will be more
spread out during the day and thus have less of an impact than business traffic, which would heavily impact certain
times of day. As a resident of the area (I live in Powderwood), I would much rather have traffic jammed up during rush
hours during the week than have increased traffic all day, every day of the week. Either way, Kimballs traffic will be
negatively impacted. To me, business/office traffic is the lesser of two evils because at least I get a break from it on
weekends and evenings.
When I brought this up at the open house, the representatives said reducing residential would be bad because we need
more affordable housing. This is true. We do need more affordable housing. How about reducing the number of market
properties? And get rid of the hotel.
I would also argue that we need to diversify the economy and need good paying jobs that are not related to the tourist
industry. That was the idea behind the earlier research park idea and I think it is still a good idea. I think this year is a
prime example of why we need to diversify the economy. If tourism dries up, we’re S‐O‐L. I think that idea could be
revisited and maybe not focus so much on just the tech industry. There could be an orthopedic center, more financial
offices, county offices, things of that nature.
In my opinion, part of the reason the tech park idea failed was the economic downturn in 2008. I’m not sure that project
ever really got off the ground because of it. In my mind, a combination of business and residential with an emphasis on
businesses with good paying jobs would better suit the needs of the community than just a lot more homes and a few
bits of retail/restaurants.
I’m not completely opposed to the plan. There are aspects I like and support; making it walkable, have open/green
spaces, access to trails, affordable housing. All great ideas and the visuals the developers have presented are appealing.
Finally, please, God, no hotel. Isn’t there a hotel that just failed in Landmark Drive? A Hampton Inn I think? Please keep
this areas emphasis on residents of the area and not tourists. The area has plenty of hotels. We need better jobs.
Thanks,
Linda Gorton
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Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

larry moffitt <larry7171@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 12:15 PM
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific/Tech Center

Please forward to the Snyderville Basin Planning Commission.

June 29, 2020

Tech Center Proposal,
In regards to the rezoning of the Tech Center property at Kimball Junction, this re‐
development should receive a negative recommendation for several reasons:
1. The community came together and said that residential was not appropriate or desired on
this parcel in 2008 and that a tech center was better for the community as a whole. A tech
center provides well‐paying jobs and property taxes.
2. There will be a great increase in traffic into Park City, especially during rush hour with
residents going to work, taking kids to school etc.
3. There will be no improvements to Hwy 224 until at least 2025 and very possibly longer for
traffic or buses.
4. Residents will not be walking or riding bikes to work or errands during the winter months
due to snow and ice on sidewalks and bike lanes. No amount of snow removal will clear the
walks completely during this time. They will take their cars.
5. The county recently gave final approval to 1290 units in Silver Creek Village, 78 units at
Lincoln Station and 169 units of workforce housing at the canyons. These units need to be
finished to see how many and of what type of impacts this many new units will have in the
future before we add another 1100 plus new residential units with no mitigation to impacts.

Thank You, Laurence Moffitt
1471 Fletcher Ct.
1

29 year basin resident.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:01:56 PM

-----Original Message----From: Lindsay Hadley [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:09 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/22/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*       Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*       Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*       Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*       Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
*       Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*       Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*       Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*       Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*       Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*       More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Hadley
846 East 270 South, Kamas Utah 84036

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Maxine Turner
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Pat Putt;
Peter Barnes; Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Development
Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:03:45 PM
Maxine"s Signature - Email-2018jpeg[117].png

Good Afternoon. I wanted to take this opportunity to comment on the Dakota Pacific development project
to build a mixed use community space at Kimball Junction. I read about the development in the Park City
Chamber newsletter and curious about the project so participated recently in a webinar. This is a very
exciting project and one that addresses many of the concerns of the community regarding traffic
congestion, affordable housing and work/living convenience.
This last year, my husband and I looked for such housing to move to our dream location of Park City. I only
wish we had known about this project a year ago because we would have absolutely considered this site
would have delayed our move to take advantage of this location. Here is what we wanted in a Park City new
home:
Equitable cost of housing
Low Traffic congestion
Amenities within the project for condo owners
Security
Conservation of Green Space
Convenience within walking distance to enhance community life
Outside the Park City tourist hub but the opportunity to enjoy and be active within the Park City
community.
What this development provides met every one of our criteria. I do hope that every consideration is given
to the thoughtful manner in which the developers have addressed the needs of the community. To have
this near businesses for job opportunities is a major plus and very much in tune to the needs and desires of
a fast growing number of people.
Thank you and I look forward to hearing more about this exciting project.
Regards,
Maxine Turner
Founder

Dear Summit County Planning Commission and Planning Staff,
I write this letter with a great sense of urgency. There is currently a proposal by Dakota Pacific
to reopen and amend the development agreement for the Tech Park parcel at Kimball Junction.
The Snyderville Basin Planning Commission is scheduled to hear public comment on this item
on July 28th and is receiving public input until that date. I encourage everyone in our
community who cares about potentially adding residential density through a change in the Tech
Park Development Agreement to take the time to learn about the history of this land, the
agreements that were put in place and what is at stake with this proposal.
In the early 2000’s, the land that we know as the Tech Park was owned by the real estate arm
of the LDS Church and was designated as a “village center” at the time, with intensive
commercial space, a school, and over 800 individual homes in a sprawling subdivision.
County and City officials worked out a deal that would be equitable for the people of Summit
County. The community’s goals were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove the residential density (reducing impacts to schools, infrastructure & traffic)
Preserve the open views along HWY 224
Create areas for public recreation
Allow for development of business park that would offer high paying jobs (not service jobs)

In December of 2008, the City and County together paid $25 million to acquire the 350 acres, as
well as an additional 350 acres in Round Valley. The Community used $25 million of open space
bond money to remove residential density from both the open space and the Tech Park parcels.
Summit County and Park City, with great care and consideration, created the Tech Park with the
intention of removing residential density, creating high paying jobs and preserving open space.
The 2020 Visioning Process makes clear that residents in both 84060 and 84098
overwhelmingly value open space and limited growth. Residents have made clear we are not in
support of creating more residential entitlements, period. We are especially against the
undoing of the development agreement and our $25 million investment on this land.
“We” invested $25 million to strip the residential density entitlement from this land and to
create a development that would create high paying jobs, not service level jobs for the hotel
and mixed-use commercial proposed in the project. The proposal by Dakota Pacific seeks to
add 1100 residential units, along with a hotel and mixed-use commercial to this site and goes
completely against the intent of the development agreement.
According to Todd Hauber, Park City School District Business Administrator, this project is
projected to increase our student enrollment in Park City School District by 500+ students;
necessitating the need to build another school.
I ask the Planning Commission, Planning Staff and County Council, to honor the wisdom and
work of our community elders, who with care, and at great expense, created the Tech Park to

limit residential density, sprawl, impacts to schools, traffic congestion, and create a space for
high paying jobs. It is simply inappropriate to undo the $25 million investment in this land. Just
say NO, period.
Sincerely,
Mary Christa Smith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:00:51 PM

-----Original Message----From: michael quigley [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:11 AM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/23/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
michael quigley
1161 East 1700 South #A

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Guenard
Kirsten Whetstone
No bueno to Kimball Development
Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:33:33 AM

Good morning, Kirsten. My neighbor, Karen Emerson, forwarded your email detailing the
proposed Kimball development. Park City is being developed beyond recognition and Kimball
is already a failed junction. I’ve lived in Park City since 1991. My friends and I often
comment that we are taking advantage less and less of what the town offers because of the
existing gridlock. Did you read Sally Elliot’s letter in the Park Record? I agree with her
perspective and am highly suspicious when it comes to developers’ spin of how our quality of
life will be improved. Our once scenic historic town is fast becoming any town USA.
Sign me,
Opposed in 84098
Anne Guenard

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:01:07 PM

-----Original Message----From: Ryan Fish [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:58 PM
To: noreply@heykimballjunction.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
07/22/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
*

Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ryan Fish
4179 N New Lane Oakley, UT 84055
Business owner providing services throughout Summit County and my family and I shop at Kimball Junction
regularly.

July 22, 2020
Malena Stevens, Chair, Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
60 North Main Street
P.O. Box 128
Coalville, UT, 84017
Dear Chair Stevens and Planning Commission Members:
I am writing to lend my support to the amendment to the development agreement
submitted by Dakota Pacific on the old Park City Tech Center development near Kimball
Junction.
On behalf of Salt Lake City and other cities we work with, we have been at the forefront
of affordable housing legislation in the State. During the 2018 legislative session, my
daughter and partner Ashley Spatafore and I were asked to facilitate and organize an
affordable housing work group. During that session, we worked with Rep. Becky
Edwards and were instrumental in drafting and passing under the leadership of Rep.
Edwards, HB 430, Affordable Housing Amendments. This bill created the state’s
Housing Affordability Commission which has been meeting since that time. e
We were instrumental in assisting the drafting and passage during the 2019 legislative
session of SB 34, Affordable Housing Modifications in which Utah’s cities, towns and
counties were provided a menu of items to be included in their local housing plans.
More than 95 of all local governments responded by adopting a moderate income
housing plan. I understand Summit County adopted their housing plan in December,
2019.
During the two plus years of the Housing Affordability Commission, our affordable
housing group has been recognized as one of the working groups under the
Commission. Currently, we are chairing a working group focusing on housing
production and preservation. We are to make a presentation to the Commission on July
28.
In my understanding of this request by Dakota Pacific to amend the development
agreement follows the housing plan adopted by Summit County. (By the way, I have no
involvement with Dakota Pacific in any way and am not involved with this development
whatsoever)
.
What I like about this development is
• That this development follows the principles and recommendations adopted in
the Kimball Junction Master Plan approved by you and the Commission
• that of the nearly 1100 housing units, 256 units will be affordable housing at the
40-80% average median income (AMI) of Summit County
• 50 units will be classified as attainable units at the 80-120% of AMI.

•
•
•

This development will put more than 300 affordable units on the market
These affordable and attainable units will be deed restricted for this use which
will ensure these units will be available well into the future.
This will be a walkable community

As you consider your recommendation to the full County Council, please consider these
facts and the positive impact this development will make to meet the affordable housing
needs of Summit County.

Respectfully submitted,

David Spatafore

July 16, 2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Sheldon D. Richins County Services Building
1885 W. Ute Boulevard
Park City, UT 84098
Dear Planning Commission,
Sundance Institute has been proud to call Summit County its home for nearly 40 years. We, like other
employers in the County and Park City, and as members of the Summit County community, are
supportive of projects that will make available more much-needed affordable housing in the County for
those that live and work in this beautiful area and especially of development that places emphasis on
maintaining greenspace, walkability, and ready access to public transportation. We ask that you will also
support projects that will bring these benefits to our community.

Sincerely,

Betsy Wallace
Managing Director and CFO

1500 Kearns Blvd., Suite B-110, Park City, UT 84060

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Horton
Thomas Cooke; Malena Stevens; Joel Fine; Ryan Dickey; Canice Harte; Crystal Simons; John Kucera
Kirsten Whetstone
Public Input for 7/28 Research Park Hearing
Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:24:29 PM

Greetings Planning Commissioners,
I have public input for the above hearing that I wish to be made part of the hearing record, as follows:
"For the following reasons, I generally support the current development outline and I encourage you to report it
favorably to the county council.
"The original tech industry park concept for the site was always unrealistic due to local economic conditions and
effective competition from the Wasatch Front. It needs to be repurposed as it is too far afield from the core business
of western Summit County, sports resort tourism, and any sentimental desire to stay with the original concept is
unwise.
"Well-intentioned public desires for low density, calm traffic and affordable housing are unrealistic. It is
economically infeasible in the western county to have all three things, and the one that has to give is low density,
because higher density can be reasonably mitigated. Higher density of affordable housing in this project, whether
rental or owned, can have the effect of moderating traffic if it meets a few achievable requirements:
-- It is adjacent to a major transit hub, with transit frequency and capacity continually being improved. The
transportation study outlines adjacency and improvement opportunities.
-- Deed restrictions can be structured between the developer, the county and Mountainlands CHT, to prefer Summit
County employment and offer housing for a full range of income segments.
"With wise design of the development agreement, the project can pull significant numbers of SLC-based employees
in single-occupancy vehicles off of I-15 and SR 224l and put them in local housing that primarily uses transit. It has
good potential to mitigate traffic congestion and provide affordable housing for lower income segments. It can also
respond to new realities made clear by the pandemic: that lower-income workers in our community have a far
greater role in our stability and resilience than we previously realized or admitted, and they deserve all the housing
support we can wrangle for them."

Tom Horton
1885 Prospector Ave
Park City 84060

(mobile) +1 801 739-1499

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Child
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey; Crystal
Simons
Dakota Pacific Proposal
Sunday, July 26, 2020 4:47:15 PM

Hello Commissioners and Kirsten,
Most of you don't know me but I was a City Planner for Park City in the
early 80's and I was a Planning Commission member in the 90's for 6 years.
"Back in my day" we didn't have a general plan that amounted to much of
anything except broad strokes of generally where we wanted things. While not
perfect, at least you have the Kimball Junction Neighborhood Plan to guide
you.
In reading Kirsten's report, I can't imagine how anyone could argue that the
Dakota proposal meets the objectives of the Neighborhood Plan. The Plan
calls for the creation of a "mixed-Use neighborhood designed with people in
mind". This is nothing but 1100 housing units and a hotel put on a piece of
property that can be found in Anywhere, USA. The whole concept of "work,
live, play" has been thrown out the window. If you approve this plan, then
you should just throw out the Kimball Junction Neighborhood Plan altogether.
This proposal will do nothing but create more mindless traffic congestion at
Kimball Junction and a bigger wait time to get into Park City on any given
day. You are under no obligation to approve this plan. Use the Kimball
Junction Neighborhood Plan to just say "no".
Thanks for your service to Summit County,

Alison Child
3001 Meadows Drive
Park City

July 28, 2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
After a great deal of research, including attending a Dakota Pacific community outreach session,
attending a Snyderville Basin Planning Commission meeting, and taking part in a one-on-one meeting
with Jeff Gochnour regarding the development I cannot support the Snyderville Basin Planning
Commission altering the zoning at this time in order to allow Dakota Pacific to build a new neighborhood
in the Kimball Junction area for the following reasons:
1. There is limited prevailing benefit to the owners and residents of Kimball Junction in the current
Dakota Pacific development plan.
2. Traffic is already an issue in Kimball Junction. It will only get worse, not better with the approval
of this zoning change. A comprehensive plan should be in place between Summit County, Park
City and UDOT for a long-term solution to traffic in Kimball Junction before any change in zoning
is granted.
3. A determination should first be made regarding Utah’s 2030 Olympic bid which could change
the needs for the community.

Sincerely,

Aaron Sandler
1695 Redstone Ave. #B2
Park City, Utah 84098
Kimball Junction Resident & President, Fox Point at Redstone HOA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Weyher
Kirsten Whetstone
Comments on Summit Research Park Redevelopment Proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 7:18:11 PM

Kristen,
Unfortunately I will not be able to attend tomorrow evening’s zoom meeting. However, here
are my comments on the Summit Research Park Redevelopment proposal.
The Snyderville Basin/Park City area imports service sector workers and exports white collar
workers. Workforce housing is an attempt to provide more housing for our lower income
work force, while the tech center was a deeply flawed attempt to keep some of our white collar
workers in the community.
The US Census Bureau 2014-2018 show the following statistics for Park City and Snyderville
basin:
84060 84098
bachelor’s degree or higher 60% 70%
in workforce 70% 77%
mean travel time to work 22.1 21.3
median income 105,263 108,464

Current office vacancy rate in the Basin is 1.5%, nothing over 5,000 sq. feet is
available and there is a pent up demand for space.

The tech center was an attempt to provide jobs for some of our white collar
workers to help stem the reverse commute. It could not succeed because
proximity to a research
university is a necessity for a research park. The development agreement is also
incredibly restrictive about what types of businesses are allowed there. Back in
the day Backcountry wanted to move across the street, but was not permitted to
do so.

While there is a huge need for more deed restricted workforce housing in Summit
County. I am not so sure that 306 affordable rental units at this location meets the
desired outcome. Is there a way some of these proposed attainable units be forsale units? Would they be interspersed throughout the development or
congregated together?
In Summit County we know it’s only open space until someone builds on it, and

we are running out of developable land. But this is the gateway into our
community and i think it is important to get it right. This is a chance to resolve
longstanding 224 corridor issues, as well as Kimball Junction gridlock. It is a
chance to, over time, to build a business complex that compliments our wonderful
lifestyle and, by shortening their commute, allows residents to spend more time in
their communities instead of on the freeway.

This proposal is a quick and dirty use of very valuable land and future generations
will be greatly impacted by the decision the Planning Commission makes.. All of
this proposal can be built in the near future. But I’m not sure this is the best
option.
Thank you.
Alison Weyher
522 Parleys Road
Park City, 84098

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bev Harrison <bevhharrison@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 3:26 PM
Pat Putt; Peter Barnes; Kirsten Whetstone
Fwd: Kimball Junction development

Hi Planners,
Regarding the Dak‐Pac project, I'm
forwarding you an email I received
recently from a friend, Amy Mills,
who spent her career working for
the EPA; also, was a Board member
of the Sierra Club here in Utah; and
is an officer in the LWV. I think it
contains some sound ideas to
consider as the developers move
their project forward. Regardless of
how the Dak‐Pac mixed‐use
application turns out, I can't imagine
1

a string of office bldgs going in
there‐‐makes me think of, is it exit 5
or 6, off of Rt 215 where you exit to
go up and into the Cottonwood
Canyons. Ick‐‐what an awful
foreground. And what a horrible
gateway view, and view‐blocker an
office park would be on that parcel
of land in KJ. As I said earlier to
Kirsten, can't they make this work
with a lot fewer residential units?
It'd be great if the development met
some energy efficiency codes,
too. Plenty of sun on that plot of
land that's for sure.
2

I saved these websites below a while
ago‐‐pretty interesting. I sent the
Solei Lofts article to Glenn Wright; I
think I forwarded Peter the one
about Olympia Hills, which is bigger
than anything I can fathom.
Hope everyone's well.
‐Bev
https://www.soleilloftsisyourhome.com/soleil‐lofts‐herriman‐ut/
https://olympiahillsproject.com/

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Amy Mills <amills3912@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 17, 2020 at 8:14 PM
Subject: Re: Kimball Junction development
To: Bev Harrison <bevhharrison@gmail.com>
Thanks for the compliment. Just thinking out loud. You can forward if you like.
Amy

On June 17, 2020, at 8:05 PM, Bev Harrison <bevhharrison@gmail.com> wrote:
OMG, this is wonderful! You write SO WELL! Can I pass It on to my buddies in the planning dept with a note? They’re on
my list to get in touch with.‐Bev
On Wed, Jun 17, 2020 at 10:11 AM Amy Mills <amills3912@yahoo.com> wrote:
3

Bev ‐ fyi. My comments sent this morning to SCC.
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Amy Mills <amills3912@yahoo.com>
To: County Council <countycouncil@summitcounty.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020, 10:06:49 AM MDT
Subject: Kimball Junction development

Summit County Council,
I have filled out the "Hey Kimball Junction" survey, but I must say that it left me cold. It seems that
the last thing the community needs is another behemoth development, ruining open space and
further clogging the Kimball Junction traffic interchange. Ideally, this land could be bought by the
County or conserved as a conservation easement. But it appears that the development is a 'done
deal', and the public may only be able to influence the details.
With those lowered sights in mind, I have 4 suggestions:
1. Preserve as much open space as possible, without greater building density or greater building
heights.
2. To meet local housing needs, consider supporting an assisted living facility so those of us that
age in Park City don't have to move away.
3. For stores (which we probably don't need, given the empty storefronts in Newpark), we could
use some practical businesses such as a hardware store, rather than trendy gifts and pillows and
more places to overeat. If we must have businesses, maybe the County could encourage
businesses that serve the community.
4. The County could locate a recycling hub such as a set of drop-off bins for residents in the KJ
area who don't have curbside recycling and can't or won't travel to Recycle Utah.
Thank you for anything you can do along these lines.
Amy Mills, Park City

4

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Schiller
Kirsten Whetstone
proposed change in approved planning for the tech center
Friday, July 31, 2020 8:42:02 AM

To Whom It May Concern-Please do not overturn the existing approved plan for a tech center just west of
highway 224 near Kimball Junction.   As a Park City/Summit County resident since 1981 (39 years) I have
observed planning and development in both Park City and Summit County go from relatively uninformed
and uneducated to much more inclusive of the demanding public and reflective of much improved land
and community planning today.    The decision to approve the tech park is illustrative of the commitment
to and developing skills and knowledge of planning boards and government decision making bodies.   It
would be a shame to change a wise plan to succumb to more commercial and housing development in
this already overburdened area.   It would be far smarter to reverse all of the plans and keep the space in
question as open space.   Just across the street, Swaner is a beautiful example of what preservation of
open space can mean for our environment and the aesthetic appeal it brings to all residents and guests.  
Please do not change the approved original plan!    Kimball Junction and the ill-conceived Kilby Road
redesign little need some 3,000 more vehicles negotiating these frightening roads and intersections.  
Keep the original tech park plan!   
Thank you,
Brian Schiller
P.O. Box 2035
1919 Evening Star Drive
Park City, Utah 84060
schillerbt@aol.com
801-209-6845

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimball Junction
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Kim
Carson; Roger Armstrong; Douglas Clyde; crobinson@summitcounty.org; Glenn Wright; Peter Barnes; Kirsten
Whetstone
Celena Wood- In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 1:21:47 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood
featuring a mix of housing, shops, offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for
community events. I support amending the development agreement for the following
reasons:
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.

Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.

Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access
throughout the project, with neighboring properties and the regional trail network.

Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and
attainable housing.

Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.

Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined
Kimball Junction that addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to
create a regional town center.

Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics
and safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.

More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank
you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Celena Wood
celena.wood@yahoo.com
(I work in the area.)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimball Junction
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Kim
Carson; Roger Armstrong; Douglas Clyde; crobinson@summitcounty.org; Glenn Wright; Peter Barnes; Kirsten
Whetstone
Claudia- In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 1:24:57 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood
featuring a mix of housing, shops, offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for
community events. I support amending the development agreement for the following
reasons:
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.

Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and
attainable housing.

Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.

Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank
you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Claudia
Claudia@theofficecoworking.com

Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Public Hearing Response
7/28/20
To:

kwhetstone@summitcounty.org

Subject:

Public Comment – Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction

Snyderville Basin Planning CommissionHabitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch County submits the following comments regarding the Dakota
Pacific at Kimball Junction development, scheduled on the agenda for Tuesday, July 28, 2020.
Kimball Junction, and more specifically parcels PCTC 401-AM - PCTC 404-AM AND PCTC-5B-AM, are an ideal
location for affordable housing units in Summit County. Often affordable housing for a community’s
workforce is placed on the outskirts of town due to the generally lower price of land away from services and
employment bases. Where you live affects how you move. The closer affordable housing is to major
employment centers, the numbers of additional efforts reduce, such as transportation.
Traffic is listed as a top concern by community members in all Wasatch Back communities. Infill parcels, those
already surrounded by development, allows housing near commercial districts and employment centers and
can reduce traffic impacts from residents driving to services and/or work.
As part of our local advocacy efforts, Habitat for Humanities of Summit and Wasatch Counties has reviewed
successful affordable housing policies in other communities. One strategy communities adopt is locating
affordable high-density residential and mixed-use developments along transportation corridors.
Characteristics of transit-oriented developments include:
•
High-density development within a 10-minute walk circle around a transit station.
•
A mixed-use development that includes schools, retail uses, shopping, and various housing
types.
•
Street facilities for walking and biking.
•
Street grid, connectivity, and traffic calming features to control vehicle speeds.
•
Parking management to reduce the land devoted to parking.
•
Street trees and lighting.
All of these exist in proximity to and within the proposed Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction project.
Habitat acknowledges the parcels, approved through the Summit Research Park Development Agreement,
would have allowed high-tech development and jobs to move into the county. Not only has the real estate
market shown a lack of demand for such offices, Summit County continues to be short on its needed supply of
affordable housing.
Habitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch Counties supports the amendments to the Summit Research
Park Development Agreement that support the proposed development by Dakota Pacific and asks the
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission support such changes.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jbrooke
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey
Kimball Junction-Dakota Pacific proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 10:15:49 AM

As a Summit County resident I am very concerned about the proposed change in the Tech
Park Agreement. The proposal to add 1100 new rental housing units and a 130 room hotel will
significantly add to the traffic and congestion that is already a huge problem in town and in
Kimball Junction. We currently have as many as 1510 projected units of workforce housing
nearby at Discovery Ridge, Canyons Base of Park City Mountain and Silver Creek. The
addition of 1100 units in this location will produce additional traffic and congestion. The
current zoning for this location should be maintained to offer the potential for high tech
diversity in the future.
Please send a recommendation of No for this change to the County Council.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Jeri Brooke
9036 Sackett Dr
Park City, UT 84098
jbrooke@tribalexpressions.com

Kirsten Whetstone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Barnes
Thursday, August 6, 2020 2:25 PM
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: Concerning the Dakota Pacific development (July 28, 2020)

FYI
From: Jane Riley [mailto:janeparkcity@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 6, 2020 12:16 PM
To: Peter Barnes <pbarnes@summitcounty.org>
Subject: Concerning the Dakota Pacific development (July 28, 2020)

Hello Peter and others in the Summit County development department,
I attended the Zoom meeting on July 28 but was not able to state my concerns about this huge proposed Dakota
Pacific development project. I am adamantly against changing the Code to allow this monstrosity. I know Sally
Elliott has been in attendance at both of the meetings, and I agree whole heartedly with her opinions and all that
she has said against this development moving forward. Truly, our community cannot handle much more
development at all. Please vote against changing the code to allow this inappropriate development.
Thank you,
Jane Riley
(435)655-0749

1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jesse Curtis
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Pat Putt;
Peter Barnes; Kirsten Whetstone
Kimball Junction development; Dakota Pacific Development
Friday, July 24, 2020 1:53:46 PM

Hello Commissioners and County Staff,
I am writing this email in support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal to build a new
neighborhood in Kimball Junction.
I teach history and spanish at Ecker Hill Middle School in Kimball Junction and believe this
project will positively impact the community.
Not only will the mixed use development provide a variety of businesses, jobs and shops for
the economy, but it will also provide open space and community amenities that will be of
much service to the families in the school district.
On a personal note, I am excited about the opportunities of affordable housing units in such a
competitive area. I have been commuting to work for several years from the Salt Lake valley
and I know several colleagues in the school district who also commute from neighboring
towns and would like to live in the city but can't find anything that fits their income.
Please vote in favor of this project and opportunity for progress in Park City/Kimball Junction.
Sincerely, Jesse Curtis
Ecker Hill MIddle School
Spanish I & 6th Grade Social Studies

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julianne Rosen-Carone
Kirsten Whetstone
Public Comment - Dakota Pacific
Monday, July 27, 2020 7:00:00 PM

I have great respect for the attempt our former commissioners made to negotiate the Tech Park
plan. But to be a realist, the Tech Park is never going to materialize. It has had 13 years to attempt
success with very little to show. Even the original developer has declared it a bust and sold the
property. Statements that we should hold on to the original development plan to bring those middle
income jobs to Park City is just another way to say that we don’t want anything built. If that’s your
goal, then state that’s the goal. Don’t continue to argue good jobs will come. They won’t. And if they
do, where will those workers live? The answer, somewhere else. All those workers would be
commuting in from somewhere else. I am greatly concerned with several comments I have heard
recently that with approved projects in the pipeline we no longer require more rentals or more
affordable or attainable units. My job offers me a unique insight to the plight of a great many of our
workers in this community and the living conditions they choose because it’s all they can manage.
The problem is real and far more prevalent than is ever mentioned publicly. They quietly go about
their lives working hard and not sharing their personal stories often. We talk about housing prices
and housing shortages, but we all too often glaze over the real story of what is occurring every day in
this community. These individuals are not unemployed, not seasonal workers, or even entry level
staffing. They are teachers in our schools, the dental hygienist who cleans your teeth, your bankers,
as well as countless others who we take for granted have a safe and stable place to live. They are
doubling up (sometimes tripling) their families into one house or apartment in order to make ends
meet. I met with dozens of families in the last year who have a child in their household using their
parent's closet as their bedroom because it's all they can afford. Even with everything approved in
the pipeline, it's not enough!
Dakota Pacific has offered an alternative to even more commercial development that I think
warrants further discussion. From the plans I have seen, we still get to keep all the open space the
original commissioners fought for. (Well done!) We don’t lose the affordable housing that’s already
been built and we hopefully can work with the developer on making this project fit the current
community vision. I for one don’t feel big office buildings and large asphalt parking lots are any
better. I’m not in big favor of the hotel, but understand the economics of it and how it will help
support the rest of the project. Let’s please sit down at the table and keep the conversation going. If
not at Kimball Junction, where do we meet our ongoing community housing needs? In areas that
don't currently have transit or services or grocery stores and send everyone to Kimball Junction
anyway?
~Julianne Carone
Resident, Silver Creek

-Remember yesterday, dream about tomorrow, live for today!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Metcalf
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific wrong for Park City
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 7:23:21 PM

Please do NOT approve the Dakota Pacific proposal - Height, density, and urban form, style and scale as
proposedby Dakota Pacific (the current applicant’s for a change to the already approved Tech Park development
agreement from 2008) does not reflect our community norms, which have been repeatedly reaffirmed.
thank youKathleen Metcalf
30 yr. Park City resident
.... iPhone message KRMetcalf ....

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Johnson
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Development Agreement Amendment: Summit Research Park
Monday, July 27, 2020 4:33:12 PM

Contributing input before meeting tomorrow.
PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW MORE DENSITY! No more building, no more people, no
more traffic, no more pollution. Please, just stop!!
Katie Johnson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Wright
Kirsten Whetstone
Research Park and Affordable Housing
Monday, July 27, 2020 6:24:38 PM

Dear Kirsten,
I hope this email finds you well. I want to write and let you know that I think that affordable
housing should be the top priority as we develop the research park. The community is clear
that this is important, as evidenced by the Community Foundation's Social Equity Strategic
Plan. The idea of a research park, per se, is a lot lower on people's vision for our community.
I understand that the current submission prioritizes housing, and if that maximizes affordable
housing, I'm supportive.
Thanks, Katie
-Katie Wright
435-659-8929
I've switched! Use my new gmail address please:
katherine.d.wright@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimball Junction
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Kim
Carson; Roger Armstrong; Douglas Clyde; crobinson@summitcounty.org; Glenn Wright; Peter Barnes; Kirsten
Whetstone
Kysha Hill- In support of Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 1:14:18 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood
featuring a mix of housing, shops, offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for
community events. I support amending the development agreement for the following
reasons:
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank
you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kysha Hill
Hill.kysha@gmail.com
Phone #:8015471156
304 S Maryfield Dr
(I am a regular shopper and skier in the area.)

Summit County Planning Commission
I have been a resident of Park City and Summit County since 1971 and, of course, have watched
incredible growth in this area. I have sat through innumerable planning and city and county
council meeting as a concerned citizen and as an elected official.
After all this time, it amazes that we would even consider allowing any more development than
is allowed by code. The Dakota Pacific project at Kimball Junction exceeds all negative
expectations in their expansive plan.
Here is my argument. There was great concern decades again about climate change and its
effect on our economy. “Save our Snow” was a brilliant campaign to consider solutions, as was
the concept of a technology park to diversify our economy. Its base at Kimball Junction meant
workers there could commute from Salt Lake and back without requiring housing.
We are facing uncertain times, not only with a shortened ski season but with a virus that may
not allow a vibrant winter season. More than ever a tech park (or a use which does not create
traffic, become an eyesore with high buildings and add to our overload of services) makes
sense.
The developers seem creative enough to come up with a solution that fits the code and reflects
our long term planning. Just say no.
Respectfully,
Marianne Cone Chaplin
2885 Holiday Ranch Loop Rd.
Park City, UT 84060
435 659-9700

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margie Hadden
Kirsten Whetstone
NO to Dakota Pacific
Saturday, July 25, 2020 11:57:58 AM

Please encourage the county council to vote NO on the Dakota Pacific Proposal! We don’t need any more
congestion at the junction. Please keep it as open space or used as originally stated in the 2008 Tech Park agreement.
Thank you,
Margery Hadden
1449 Willow Lane
Park City, UT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michaelo@xmission.com
sallycousinselliott@gmail.com; Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal
Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
Re: Dakota Pacific
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 4:58:11 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners et al:
I was in the "Zoom Room" hoping to give comments, but I got kicked out
by the system before the discussion started and was unable to rejoin
due to the 100-participant restriction.
To be brief, as a resident of Kimball Junction, I concur with Sally
Elliott's comments and wish to add my concerns about the project's
impact on traffic, open space, and the long-term diversity of our
local economy.
Thank you for your service,
Michael G. O'Malley
6080 Park Ln S Unit 48
Park City UT 84098
801-652-5578

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Krueger
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 6:35:26 AM

07/28/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
*
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
*
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mark Krueger
2007 Saddelhorn Drive
We live in Promontory + shop in kimball junction often.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimball Junction
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Kim
Carson; Roger Armstrong; Douglas Clyde; crobinson@summitcounty.org; Glenn Wright; Peter Barnes; Kirsten
Whetstone
Mark Lindner- In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 1:03:07 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood
featuring a mix of housing, shops, offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for
community events. I support amending the development agreement for the following
reasons:
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.

Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community
plans, including recent Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.

Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.

Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access
throughout the project, with neighboring properties and the regional trail network.

Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and
attainable housing.

Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.

Offers tremendous opportunity to implement the community's vision for a reimagined
Kimball Junction that addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to
create a regional town center.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank
you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mark Lindner
mdlind18@gmail.com
4937 E. Meadows Drive
(I live nearby.)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimball Junction
Thomas Cooke; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; John Kucera; Crystal Simons; Malena Stevens; Kim
Carson; Roger Armstrong; Douglas Clyde; crobinson@summitcounty.org; Glenn Wright; Peter Barnes; Kirsten
Whetstone
Mark Lisonbee- In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, July 27, 2020 1:08:38 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood
featuring a mix of housing, shops, offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for
community events. I support amending the development agreement for the following
reasons:
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.

Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.

Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and
attainable housing.

Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.

Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.

Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics
and safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.

I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank
you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mark Lisonbee
mark@rlgcap.com
Phone #: 4356404482
8787 Ranch Club Court Park City, UT 84098
(We have lived here for over 21 years I have an office in the area. I go to Kimball Junction
every day. I am for improvement.)
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July 23, 2020

Lorem ipsum dolor sit,
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3. Provides impetus for state and local authorities to implement transit
improvements on SR-224 and identify ways to reduce congestion and
Debbie F. Moore,
improve traffic flow.
General Manager
4. Modernizes the current Tech Center zoning, which is outdated and too
restrictive to attract tenants in today’s market.
5. The increased residential population will benefit all businesses, including
ours, in Kimball Junction.
We urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction.
Very truly yours,
Adam Greenebaum
Vice President of Asset Management
Singerman Real Estate

Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Public Hearing Response
7/28/20
To:

kwhetstone@summitcounty.org

Subject:

Public Comment – Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction

Snyderville Basin Planning CommissionHabitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch County submits the following comments regarding the Dakota
Pacific at Kimball Junction development, scheduled on the agenda for Tuesday, July 28, 2020.
Kimball Junction, and more specifically parcels PCTC 401-AM - PCTC 404-AM AND PCTC-5B-AM, are an ideal
location for affordable housing units in Summit County. Often affordable housing for a community’s
workforce is placed on the outskirts of town due to the generally lower price of land away from services and
employment bases. Where you live affects how you move. The closer affordable housing is to major
employment centers, the numbers of additional efforts reduce, such as transportation.
Traffic is listed as a top concern by community members in all Wasatch Back communities. Infill parcels, those
already surrounded by development, allows housing near commercial districts and employment centers and
can reduce traffic impacts from residents driving to services and/or work.
As part of our local advocacy efforts, Habitat for Humanities of Summit and Wasatch Counties has reviewed
successful affordable housing policies in other communities. One strategy communities adopt is locating
affordable high-density residential and mixed-use developments along transportation corridors.
Characteristics of transit-oriented developments include:
•
High-density development within a 10-minute walk circle around a transit station.
•
A mixed-use development that includes schools, retail uses, shopping, and various housing
types.
•
Street facilities for walking and biking.
•
Street grid, connectivity, and traffic calming features to control vehicle speeds.
•
Parking management to reduce the land devoted to parking.
•
Street trees and lighting.
All of these exist in proximity to and within the proposed Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction project.
Habitat acknowledges the parcels, approved through the Summit Research Park Development Agreement,
would have allowed high-tech development and jobs to move into the county. Not only has the real estate
market shown a lack of demand for such offices, Summit County continues to be short on its needed supply of
affordable housing.
Habitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch Counties supports the amendments to the Summit Research
Park Development Agreement that support the proposed development by Dakota Pacific and asks the
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission support such changes.

Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Public Hearing Response
7/28/20
To:

kwhetstone@summitcounty.org

Subject:

Public Comment – Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction

Snyderville Basin Planning CommissionHabitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch County submits the following comments regarding the Dakota
Pacific at Kimball Junction development, scheduled on the agenda for Tuesday, July 28, 2020.
Kimball Junction, and more specifically parcels PCTC 401-AM - PCTC 404-AM AND PCTC-5B-AM, are an ideal
location for affordable housing units in Summit County. Often affordable housing for a community’s
workforce is placed on the outskirts of town due to the generally lower price of land away from services and
employment bases. Where you live affects how you move. The closer affordable housing is to major
employment centers, the numbers of additional efforts reduce, such as transportation.
Traffic is listed as a top concern by community members in all Wasatch Back communities. Infill parcels, those
already surrounded by development, allows housing near commercial districts and employment centers and
can reduce traffic impacts from residents driving to services and/or work.
As part of our local advocacy efforts, Habitat for Humanities of Summit and Wasatch Counties has reviewed
successful affordable housing policies in other communities. One strategy communities adopt is locating
affordable high-density residential and mixed-use developments along transportation corridors.
Characteristics of transit-oriented developments include:
•
High-density development within a 10-minute walk circle around a transit station.
•
A mixed-use development that includes schools, retail uses, shopping, and various housing
types.
•
Street facilities for walking and biking.
•
Street grid, connectivity, and traffic calming features to control vehicle speeds.
•
Parking management to reduce the land devoted to parking.
•
Street trees and lighting.
All of these exist in proximity to and within the proposed Dakota Pacific at Kimball Junction project.
Habitat acknowledges the parcels, approved through the Summit Research Park Development Agreement,
would have allowed high-tech development and jobs to move into the county. Not only has the real estate
market shown a lack of demand for such offices, Summit County continues to be short on its needed supply of
affordable housing.
Habitat for Humanity of Summit and Wasatch Counties supports the amendments to the Summit Research
Park Development Agreement that support the proposed development by Dakota Pacific and asks the
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission support such changes.

July 26, 2020
Dear Summit County Planning Commissioners:
I would like to provide a perspective as a neighboring land owner of the Utah
Olympic Park, a past Economic Development Director for Park City, and an
active participant in the Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan Committee
(“Neighborhood Committee”). My summarized thoughts are as follows:
1. The Research Park / Tech Center concept is not working and won’t, given
too many factors to list here. In fact, if left to continue down this path, the
majority of workforce would be commuting in from the Valley or from Wasatch
and Eastern Summit County. A proactive change is needed in the Development
Agreement to lesson the impacts and to smooth out the transportation impacts.
This has been known by County leaders for some time now.

2. Rather than sit back and let Kimball Junction continue to be added to in a
patchwork fashion, the County smartly formed the Neighborhood Committee
with representatives of businesses, residents, land owners, concerned citizens,
and elected officials – all of whom were or became very familiar with the current
Kimball Junction challenges and opportunities. The County staff provided
excellent support to this group and provided perspectives, best practices, helpful
comparisons, and a very good process to talk through ideas.

3. By now, most everyone who has dug into the current predicament has seen the
key findings of this groups 20+ month efforts, that include:
a. Improve flow of regional traffic
b. Strengthen the neighborhood’s mix of uses
c. Reestablish traditional neighborhood building
d. Centralize parking
e. Improve overall neighborhood connectivity and walkability
f. Enhance and expand community and civic spaces
g. Improve the visual quality of the built environment
h. Promote community participation in the neighborhood planning process

4. In my view, the team from Dakota Pacific digested these findings and proposed a
plan that addresses some of the recommendations directly and others more
indirectly. Creating affordable housing options is certainly a big plus and the
mixed use elements are on target with the recommendations made by the
Neighborhood Committee. Creating residential uses instead of office structures
would actually create a more steady flow of traffic through the day compared
with large morning and evening traffic periods. Those components should be
applauded and supported. However, what is still missing is the key “community
benefit” piece that would/could address much needed transportation
infrastructure improvements. Those have been identified by Dakota Pacific with
targeted land place holders, and quite frankly will take some time to work
through the funding needs that extend well beyond the responsibility of Dakota

Pacific alone. This is where the State, UDOT, and Summit County need to
ratchet up their efforts to find the necessary funding plan for key elements such
as a much more robust multi-modal transportation hub, centralized parking, bus
rapid transit (BRT), possible gondola connection, civic spaces, etc. This will
require a two step process that starts by finalizing whatever final DA
amendments the County can do with Dakota, and then having them be a partner
in helping the region organize much needed public transit and through traffic
transportation infrastructure funding.

5. Preserving the past agreement is the equivalent of saying no to an opportunity to
positively shape the future. Kimball Junction needs an impetus to set the table to
do these much needed transportation infrastructure improvements that would also
focus efforts to create neighborhood connectivity and walkability on both sides
of Rt 224. The town center concept was a good one, and this is an opportunity to
really shape it to a more appealing possibility.

6. In respect to a future Olympic Winter Games, I am very concerned that the
entryway to the greater Park City area at Kimball Junction will be much worse if
a collaborative effort is not created with the Tech Center property owners. The
County alone won’t be able to make this happen and I believe everyone shares a
desire to showcase to the world in 2030 or ’34 a Town Center and main
transportation entryway that saw vast improvements towards something that we
can take pride in.

I support Dakota Pacific’s request to amend the current failing
Development Agreement in favor of a more mixed-use development that
lays the groundwork for key public transportation improvements in an area
that needs it very badly. Perhaps consider some conditions of approval that
tie later development densities of the project to key milestones on the
transportation infrastructure plan.
Please feel free to contact me should you desire further information.
Sincerely,

Colin Hilton
Pres/CEO, Utah Olympic Legacy Foundation
chilton@uolf.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy Fletcher
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey
Opposition to Park City / Kimball Junction Tech Center Development Amendment
Monday, August 10, 2020 10:35:27 AM

Hello,
As a homeowner and resident in Kimball Junction I want to express my strong opposition to
amending the Tech Center development agreement. The proposal set forth by Dakota Pacific
goes completely against the intent of the original development agreement.
There seems to be a complete lack of countervailing public benefit in DP's current proposal.
Park City/Kimball Junction does not need more residential development that is not focused on
affordable housing, nor do we need more service jobs brought to the area.
Further, there is no comprehensive traffic plan. UDOT, Summit County, and Park City should
have a comprehensive traffic study and plan in place to fix the entryway before this
amendment is even considered, let alone approved.
Lastly, the commission should wait until we see the outcome of Park City’s bid for the 2030
Olympics, because that decision could drastically change the needs of the community in the
near future.
I urge the commission to reject any amendment to the approved Tech Center development
plan.
Thank you,
Andrew Fletcher

Andrew Fletcher
6170 Park Lane South, Unit 32
Park City, UT 84098
avfletcher@gmail.com
+1-703-655-4452

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beverly Harrison
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Friday, August 7, 2020 1:58:51 PM

08/07/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*       Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*       Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*       Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
*       Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*       Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*       Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*       Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*       More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Beverly Harrison
1669 Redstone Ave. B-1

Input to Basin Planning Commission Regarding the Dakota Pacific Project
Bruce Carmichael
1015 Abilene Way
Park City, UT 84098
435-565-0560

8/17/2020

In my previous input of 7/28/2020 I outlined some concerns I had with the timing and scope of the
project. The latest meeting on August 11th answered some of my questions and concerns and showed
the applicant to be open to suggestions and improvements to the planned development based on public
input.
With that in mind, I suggest that we recognize that the original premise envisaged for the development
of the area has not come to pass and is unlikely to do so. We also need to recognize that the community
has a need for the type of housing opportunities that are addressed by the new concept for the
development and we should work to craft the project in a way that sets an example for the future.
If the project goes forward I suggest that the County Staff and the Applicant work to include more
sustainable features in the development. A good starting point would be to include a comprehensive
solar energy component as the location and siting appears to be suited to favor rooftop solar arrays. For
instance, with the addition of pitched roof design features the arrays could be incorporated into the
design and not appear to be an “add-on” as they would with the current mainly flat roof design.
Incorporation of solar energy generation would also fit in with the affordability aspects of the
development. This could serve as an example for the incorporation of solar energy into future projects
and in concert with the County’s past efforts that teamed with solar energy contractors to encourage
rooftop solar array additions to homes.
Similarly, we should consider the communication infrastructure of such a large project and work with
the applicant to anticipate and ensure that high-speed connectivity needs are accommodated in the
planning, from the start, to meet the continued and increasing demand on those services by both
residential and commercial users. Typically, this is an after-thought in design but such capability can
now be leveraged as a positive and attractive aspect in the marketing of the project. When the Basin is
provided with true high-speed services this project should be ready to accept it on behalf of its residents
and businesses. Future-proofing, to the extent feasible, should be the goal.
I think we need to hear more about the hotel part of the project as that seems to have been underemphasized in the discussion and depictions. The location of the hotel seems to indicate that the traffic
associated with it will be largely through the middle of the development and thus have a potential
negative impact on the (safe) walkability claims made by the Applicant. Is this really an attractive
location for a hotel? Who are the target customers for such a hotel at this location? Would more space
for community-serving venues be a better use for that area?
Finally, the issue of traffic still remains a major concern. It was disheartening to hear that UDOT is
waiting to see development move forward before it reveals (or even develops?) its vision for the Basin/I80/224 interchange(s) in a forward-looking manner. This issue needs to be addressed in cooperation
with state agencies as not doing so can easily result in non-congruent outcomes that are not in accord
with the needs of the Basin and furtherance of the Neighborhood Plan.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dede Lewis
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota pacific development
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 6:31:48 AM

I am opposed to this development because
Not in keeping with the research park intent
More diversity in employment is needed, not this development
Traffic concerns at kimball junction will be worsening with this high impact plan
Not enough workforce housing is proposed
VOTE NO ON DAKOTA PACIFIC!
Thank you
Dede Lewis
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Washington
County Council; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey; Kirsten Whetstone
Comments on the Dakota proposal
Friday, August 14, 2020 9:22:39 AM

After the August 1 public input part of the public hearing on the Dakota proposal, we (Mike and I) went for a walk.
Upon returning at 9 pm, the meeting was STILL going on and I listened for awhile.
These comments by Crystal Simons stood out and frankly, shocked me. (She talked a lot!...it’s all recorded).
9:08pm she stated that:
“WE”. Just. Need. To. Accept. That. This. Is. Evolution. (Emphatic)
Followed a bit later by:
“WE” don’t want a debate over 20 years ago.
And:
“It’s IMPERATIVE to have flexibility. The old plan didn’t have that.” (Maybe for a reason, Crystal!)
So why bother with a public hearing when clearly this planning commissioner has already made up her mind? And
who is “WE?” Her? Me? County Council? Anyone?
History: The current development agreement was part of a successful negotiation between the county, the
development arm of the LDS church and a commercial real estate development company. We already bought out a
mixed use development on this site. Now we are asked to give it back. Two mixed use development proposals
were turned down. This is not the location for mixed use!
Just asking....what happens when the snow and skiing takes a long downturn and we need more industrial businesses
at the Junction to take up the slack - and we have already given the land away? Or is that part of “flexibility?”
Since we are not to look back 20 years, are we really looking 20 years into the future???
I continued to be struck by the developer labeling slides as “Potential Future Partnership Opportunity” which is
double speak for - “we’re not building or paying for these opportunities, but we’ll make you think they are part of
the project and they look good in our slides.” There were lots and lots of “Potential Future Partnership
Opportunities” but no financial commitment as in, “WE are building this as part of the project.” Good ideas, no
money behind them.
What happened with the garages? It looks like they started out near the residence buildings, which makes sense in a
ski area. They ended up as a couple of multiple story buildings near the “Park”. (Are they even building that or is
that a Potential Future Partnership Opportunity?). So mom and 4 kids are going to slog through snow - for some six
months of the year- to get to a parking garage, leave to shop, and then slog back from a parking garage, with those 4
kids plus packages or grocery bags in hand, to their residence? Yes, they will drive, not take the bus. Come
on....that’s terrible planning. A far different picture than smiling people walking on a lovely sidewalk (is that finish
included - or just ugly concrete?) in the summer. Loved the gondola - I assume yet another Potential Future
Partnership Opportunity?
What’s with the mystery about the motel? Where is the county council in approving design, size, traffic, lighting in
a project of this size? Or are the visitors all going to use the Ecker Hill park and ride, packing kids, skiis, luggage
and take the bus to the motel?
As Mike (Washington) asked, if there will be 1900 employees building this monolith, along with hundreds of huge
trucks carrying building materials, how will this affect Kimball Junction? There is no way to get that amount of
material to this site without total gridlock for not just a snow season, but for a multi year buildout. . Not to mention
parking for the employees the construction will need. Are we going to build an underpass under H224 from I80 to

facilitate all of those vehicles? Or is that another Potential Future Partnership Opportunity?
1100 or so units, some 3000 people thus adding some 50% to the basin population. Ridiculous! And those are
estimates. Many, if not most, of whom will head to downtown Park City for events. How? Oh, on the bus system
they’re slogging through snow to get to.
And those 1100 units will house some 1100 - 1500 employees? Where are those jobs? Not in this development. If
they can “walk to work” where, exactly, is “work?” In some nameless boutique?
Snow storage: where?
How many busses will be required and where will they be stored? Or is that another “Potential Future Partnership
Opportunity” to be placed....where? Under H224? It’s going to be pretty crowded under there.
The taxes and fees are gross , not net. There will be very little net (IMPORTANT)...It has “always” been
understood that residential does not pay it’s way and there is very little commercial here.
Where is the demonstrated ability to complete a project of this scale by Dakota? What have they done? What
happens if they go bankrupt? Who finishes it? Summit County? So many Potential Future Partnership
Opportunities, so little financial commitment.
Dakota is not proposing any material community benefit to offset the community harm caused. The only “trails” I
noticed look a lot like sidewalks.   So does Basin Rec through yet another Potential Future Partnership Opportunity
bear the cost of trails for these 3000 people? Or do these 3000 people just jam up the trails and trailheads even
more?
Bob Richer was right - the planning commission should deny this and let the County Council, those with actual
power, negotiate this, not just rubber stamp this project.
Could be a good project, wrong place. Too Big, Too Dense, Too Many Community Impacts for this location.
Jane Washington
Washpark@xmission.com
435-513-1867

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lsgorton@gmail.com
Kirsten Whetstone
Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
Dakota project
Saturday, August 8, 2020 4:45:16 PM

I am writing to let you know that I oppose this project and would like to see a project that more closely resembles
the 2008 development agreement that is currently in place for that area. It is my understanding that the current
development agreement was put into place for several reasons- to reduce residential density and to increase
economic diversity. This project does the exact opposite.
The residential aspect will add students to the school district but won’t generate enough tax revenue to cover the
costs associated with new students. It will also generate a lot of traffic in an area that already has major traffic
difficulties. The current developers think the residential would be less burdensome than businesses but I disagree.
Businesses would only generate traffic during business days/hours. Residential traffic will be at all times of day and
night 7 days a week.
This county needs economic diversity and this project does nothing to promote that. The current pandemic
conditions and global warming are a prime examples of why we need to diversify the economy so we are not as
dependent on tourism. It also does nothing to create new jobs except for the hotel, which is exactly the type of
business we do not need. We need good paying jobs that don’t rely on tourism.
The tech park idea was a good one but it came at a bad time due to the 2008 market crash and the fact that the state
was actively seeking to build the up tech industry down in the valley. Now might be a better time and the restrictions
on the types of businesses allowed could be loosened to included things like healthcare, finance, etc.
I feel like this project does not benefit the community in any way and only adds to the overall problems. (Adding
affordable housing doesn’t count because the current agreement already requires an affordable element)
And please, no hotel. There are hotels on the other side of 224 that are more walkable for guests to get to restaurants
and such. There is also an unoccupied hotel on Landmark drive.
Please do not approve this plan.
Linda Gorton

From: Linda Pflughaupt <pflughauptlinda@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 2:10 PM
To: Vicki Geary <vgeary@summitcounty.org>
Subject: 8/11/20 Comment for Agenda Item#2 Application for proposed amendments to the Summit
Research Park Dev. Agreement
From:
Linda Pflughaupt
5328 Sandhill Court
Park City, UT
I am in full agreement with the comments made on KPCW Local News Hour 8/7/20. Bob Richer's
Interview with Leslie Thatcher in which he endorsed slow growth, a plan to address traffic issues before
more development, and save the land for diversification of our economy. Please vote “NO" to Dakota
Pacific’s current plan.
Thanks for all you do for our community!
Best Regards,
Linda Pflughaupt

From: Linda Pflughaupt <pflughauptlinda@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 2:10 PM
To: Vicki Geary <vgeary@summitcounty.org>
Subject: 8/11/20 Comment for Agenda Item#2 Application for proposed amendments to the Summit
Research Park Dev. Agreement
From:
Linda Pflughaupt
5328 Sandhill Court
Park City, UT
I am in full agreement with the comments made on KPCW Local News Hour 8/7/20. Bob Richer's
Interview with Leslie Thatcher in which he endorsed slow growth, a plan to address traffic issues before
more development, and save the land for diversification of our economy. Please vote “NO" to Dakota
Pacific’s current plan.
Thanks for all you do for our community!
Best Regards,
Linda Pflughaupt

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Mears
Marilyn Burrell
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey; Kathy Mears; Sally Cousins Elliott
Re: Dakota Pacific Hearing, zone change
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:13:32 PM

Excellent
Kathy Mears, Realtor
Summit Sotheby’s International Realty
435-901-9964
Kathy.mears@sothebysrealty.com

On Aug 11, 2020, at 1:46 PM, Marilyn Burrell <mkburrell9@gmail.com> wrote:


To: Summit County Planning Commission
RE:        Dakota Pacific Hearing, zone change Parcels: PCTC-404-AM and PCTC-403-AM
Commissioners:
I tried to participate in the Commission meeting call the end of July regarding the
zoning change request by Dakota Pacific for the property known as the Park City Tech
Center without success.
I have been a resident of Park City since 1983 and have seen many changes, some
good, some not so good. The growth has been incredible in these years.    I felt it was a
great move when Summit County zoned the area South of WalMart as industrial to
bring in new business with different career choices and employers to diversify the work
force opportunities was a great idea. We do need diversity in employment
opportunities outside of resort operations, restaurant and hotels.
I do not want to see this area re-zoned as residential, we need the tech business and
more technical employment opportunities in Summit County. The developer knew the
zoning when they bought the property and should be concerned with development in
the business/tech areas, not assuming they can brow beat the county planners to rezone residential, where they can make much more money.
If this is changed to residential and the developer allowed to build with the density
impact they are indicating, the impact in that area will be huge. The traffic at the
Kimball Junction area is already a nightmare, I drive it every day. Adding an additional
2500 cars to the works with residents commuting to work, whether in Park City or Salt
Lake, will be a huge impact to the junction area. I understand the developer is
presenting a lovely residential area, with parks and trails and lots of open space but I
cannot see how the numbers they are presenting with an excess of 1000 residential
units and a hotel in 40 acres will be lovely and desirable. The Liberty Peak Apartments
adjacent to the property in question have 150 units in 6 acres. Many of these buildings
have commonwall apartments, multiple floors and limited parking. There is very little
open space, one play area and no trails. If you take the 6 acres Liberty Peak lies on x6.5

or 39 acres, that puts 975 units in the same acreage the developer is trying to re-zone
(44 acres). This number is less than the number the developer is looking to inhabit with
single family homes, on individual lots? There is not enough land to accommodate
these numbers without going up, more than 2 levels. No developments have been
allowed that height.   That does not leave any space for open space parks trails and
aesthetically pleasing atmosphere on the area. I just don’t see it. And then the
developer pockets millions and leaves town for residents to deal with. They do not live
here or have any investment in our community, they just want to build as big as
possible and leave.
Please vote no on any zoning change. This will be an impact that will not be a positive
experience for any residents of the area. We need the development of new employers
and technical employment for the current residents of Summit County, Kimball
Junction and Park City.
Thank you for your time.
Marilyn Burrell
435-655-5244

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mark J Fischer
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
Sally Cousins Elliott
Tech Center opinion from Mark J Fischer: opposed
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 10:16:03 AM

All,
Please register my opposition to this Dakota proposal. I too think “history is relevant” as Bonnie states in her attached letter. Why in the world would you ever seriously consider this mixed use proposal? It makes no sense and will only add to the congestion in the area. A deal is a deal as they say.
Please leave this land as it is currently approved!
Mark J Fischer
Cell: 435-640-6858

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.parkrecord.com%2Fopinion%2Fguest-opinion-the-current-tech-center-serves-the-communitys-goals%2F%3Futm_source%3Dsecond-street%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Drecordroundup&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ckwhetstone%40summitcounty.org%7C4d346adb38744a781f6d08d8445b2963%7C497f0086ed7845149cc43715b1894e4e%7C0%7C1%7C637334505624312524&amp;sdata=tIPenWvHT8TOHX%2FgGh63epsDerQlt2ygBW%2FuwCbd8%2FI%3D&amp;reserved=0

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

mary christa smith (CTC Summit County)
Malena Stevens; Canice Harte; Thomas Cooke; Joel Fine; Ryan Dickey; John Kucera; Crystal Simons
Kirsten Whetstone; Janna Young
Public comment on the proposal to change the Tech Park development agreement
Monday, August 10, 2020 12:35:46 PM

Hi Snyderville Basin Planning Commission members,
Good morning. I have an additional public comment I would like to make regarding the
proposal by Dakota Pacific to redevelop the tech park.
One of the main points Dakota Pacific makes to illustrate “community benefit” is a discussion
of how their proposal would reduce traffic during peak hours and provide affordable housing
for those who live and work in Park City. Their analysis is simply incorrect.
I have the honor and privilege of serving on the board of Mountainlands Community Housing
Trust. I am also a homeowner of an affordable unit in Central Park and I work in substance
use and suicide prevention with CTC Summit County. Lack of affordable housing has been
identified as the #1 risk factor for mental health issues in mountain resort communities by the
Katz Amsterdam foundation. This is a topic that is near and dear to my heart and my time on
the board has shown how complicated it can be.
I recently completed a webinar with Patrick Matheson from Mountainlands - this is a
presentation he has offered in the past and I originally first saw it at Mountain Life Church. If
you don’t want to watch the whole thing (which I highly recommend!), you can skip to minute
14 - here is the part of the presentation which illuminates the flaws in Dakota Pacific’s claims
regarding housing and transportation. Here is the link to the video. https://youtu.be/qi0QOP1jBo
Here are the bullet points:
Costs for affordable housing are based on AMI (area median income)
The AMI for Snyderville is $91,000 for a family of 4
The wage paid to workers/employees in Snyderville is $44,000 for a family of 4.
Wages for employees in Snyderville are much lower than the average income of the
residents of Snyderville. Herein lies the rub.
13,000 people commute OUT OF Summit County for work every day
13,000 people commute INTO Summit County for work every day
The folks who work in Snyderville cannot afford a unit based on 80%AMI. This
includes the hundreds of employees that will be generated by the hotel and retail of
Dakota Pacific’s proposal.
The folks who will live in the units will likely commute to the Wasatch Front for the
high paying jobs that allow them to afford to live in PC. This includes both affordable
and market rate units.   
The proposal by Dakota Pacific actually may double the traffic impacts. We will have
families who will drive their kids to school, and then drive to work out of Summit County.
We will also have hundreds of employees who will then drive into Summit County to work the
low wage service level jobs at the proposed hotel and retail. I ask you to consider the metrics

offered by our community housing experts alongside the very biased and inaccurate study
done by the developer.
In gratitude,
Mary Christa

Mary Christa Smith
Executive Director
Communities That Care
Pronouns (she, her, hers)

435-640-9189
mcsmith@ctcsummitcounty.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

P L Bodell
Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey; Kirsten
Whetstone
Sally Cousins Elliott
DAKOTA Pacific development
Saturday, August 8, 2020 10:30:17 AM

I have reviewed the proposal as submitted to the Summit County Planning Commission and
community comments.
I am in 100% agreement with Sally Elliott.
Please add my name to the concerned residents urging each commission member to vote NO.
Thank you for your continued dedication and service to our community,
Peg Bodell
44 year Summit County resident
817 Woodside Avenue
8016510541
-P L Bodell
4silverqueens@gmail.com

From: Raymond Freer <rayfreer@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Vicki Geary <vgeary@summitcounty.org>
Subject: Dakota Pacific proposed development

I have contemplated the development and spoken with people who advocate for the
development as well as those who are negative about it.
I have arrived at the following conclusions.
My preference is to have it remain as it is, that being undeveloped. Just retain the
zoning regulations in place with the tech park concept. If demand for development
arises consistent with the existing plan enable that to occur.
The second choice is to allow development as requested but only if density is
diminished substantially. My understanding is that 1,100 units are requested of which
approximately 80 are townhouses for sale. In defense of the proposal either as is or
possibly as modified in the future, according to one person with whom I spoke it is pretty
much in compliance with many of the objectives of the Kimball Junction master
polan. Also, if density were halved, perhaps it could be reviewed more favorably.
No matter how many units would be acceptable to the planning commision it should
include very substantial low income and workforce housing. This would be subject to
and at a cost to the developer (not Summit County) and be in the form of CCand R's
and deed restrictions and prescribed metrics to which the developer/owner agrees. In
addition a strong requirement would be made to provide support to transportation
mitigation efforts for the county as a whole.
In essence a ll it appears to be is a glorified apartment project. It is suggested that
transportation circulation issues are capable of being resolved. Before the first approval
is granted those transportation issues must be fully resolved in the sense of timelines
and which entity does them, be it UDOT, Summit County or Park City and who pays for
them. Just as an aside w e already gaffe our second home owners excessively.
I commend the planning commission for its efforts. The foregoing are conceptual
suggestions. I have not reviewed the specific proposal.
Ray Freer

From: Raymond Freer <rayfreer@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Vicki Geary <vgeary@summitcounty.org>
Subject: Dakota Pacific proposed development

I have contemplated the development and spoken with people who advocate for the
development as well as those who are negative about it.
I have arrived at the following conclusions.
My preference is to have it remain as it is, that being undeveloped. Just retain the
zoning regulations in place with the tech park concept. If demand for development
arises consistent with the existing plan enable that to occur.
The second choice is to allow development as requested but only if density is
diminished substantially. My understanding is that 1,100 units are requested of which
approximately 80 are townhouses for sale. In defense of the proposal either as is or
possibly as modified in the future, according to one person with whom I spoke it is pretty
much in compliance with many of the objectives of the Kimball Junction master
polan. Also, if density were halved, perhaps it could be reviewed more favorably.
No matter how many units would be acceptable to the planning commision it should
include very substantial low income and workforce housing. This would be subject to
and at a cost to the developer (not Summit County) and be in the form of CCand R's
and deed restrictions and prescribed metrics to which the developer/owner agrees. In
addition a strong requirement would be made to provide support to transportation
mitigation efforts for the county as a whole.
In essence a ll it appears to be is a glorified apartment project. It is suggested that
transportation circulation issues are capable of being resolved. Before the first approval
is granted those transportation issues must be fully resolved in the sense of timelines
and which entity does them, be it UDOT, Summit County or Park City and who pays for
them. Just as an aside w e already gaffe our second home owners excessively.
I commend the planning commission for its efforts. The foregoing are conceptual
suggestions. I have not reviewed the specific proposal.
Ray Freer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shirin@curbitrecycling.com
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific Development Agreement
Monday, August 10, 2020 11:35:34 AM

It is crucial that we keep this space open. It’s one of our entryways to Park City and the intent
was to keep it open space. We can not keep developing these beautiful lands.
Shirin Spangenberg resident Summit County
Recycling Is A Resource!

Shirin Spangenberg
PO Box 681397
Park City, UT 84068
shirin@curbitrecycling.com
435-503-1840

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Dickey
Crystal Simons; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Thomas Cooke; Joel Fine; Ryan Dickey; John Kucera; Pat Putt;
Kirsten Whetstone
Fwd: Dakota/Pacific Proposal
Monday, August 17, 2020 10:04:24 AM

—
Ryan Dickey
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
rdickey@summitcounty.org
(435) 901-9784
Begin forwarded message:
From: Laila Tedford <laxmomma@yahoo.com>
Subject: Dakota/Pacific Proposal
Date: August 16, 2020 at 4:19:19 PM MDT
To: rdickey@summitcounty.org
Hi,
We are residents of Sun Peak. We are very much opposed to changing the zoning
on this parcel to accommodate more residential units. The development should be
limited to the current allowed square footage. There is no valid reason to increase
the square footage. Kimball Junction and the entryway to Park City are already a
mess. This will only make it worse. Since we can’t find a way to send this
message to everyone on the Planning Commission, we would appreciate it if you
could forward it for us.
Jim & Laila Tedford 541-490-2308

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Quinn-Smith
Kirsten Whetstone
Full support of Dakota Pacific proposal
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:51:18 AM

08/11/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I strongly support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a complete transit- and
community-oriented neighborhood in Kimball Junction. There is no better location in the
entire county for a forward-thinking, sustainable project like this. Once approved, Olympic
View will bring undeniable benefits for our climate, our workforce, and to long-time
Snyderville Basin/Park City residents who are bashing this proposal with baseless claims for
traffic, obstructed views, etc.
My rationale for amending the existing development agreement (suggestions for improvement
are underlined):
Research Parks are dead. The empty promises of the original Tech Park proposal
are rooted in planning mistakes of decades past. If the 2008 site plan was built out
(which no market forces exist, especially now with momentum toward remote working),
the resulting single-use, auto-oriented environment would be a complete disaster for
Kimball Junction and the nemesis of the Kimball Junction Neighborhood Plan.
Enormous amounts of parking would incentivize more driving and the area lifeless for
the majority of the day.
Aligned with goals of community plans and Kimball Junction Neighborhood
Master Plan. The Dakota Pacific proposal includes the following elements: a mixeduse, people-oriented, walkable neighborhood; multimodal connectivity; a variety of
housing choices; high visual quality; and centralized parking — all of which are explicit
goals of the KJ Neighborhood Plan.
Expands housing choice. The current proposal includes housing for a range of
incomes, needs and lifestyles. I do, however, suggest that the Planning Commission
advocates for a stronger affordable housing component for renters and owners.
Economic Diversity. The proposed site plan opens up space for new small-scale retail,
restaurants, and services. It also offers a serious opportunity for establishing innovative
companies in three large office buildings along 224. I suggest the Planning Commission
reconsider both the hotel on the west end of the site plan and the hotel (marked
"hotel/office") on the east end of the site plan. These buildings should instead be
intended for office, mixed-use office, or something else that will be clearly perceived as
a step toward economic diversification.
Open space protection. The Dakota Pacific proposal preserves more open space than

the original entitlement. There's also planned open space scattered throughout the
Olympic View site plan made possible by public parks and plazas, pedestrian ways, and
semi-private space between smaller, human-scaled buildings.
Generates less traffic than the existing entitlement. This is well documented in the
2019 traffic study. Plus, the estimated traffic volumes could be reduced even more if the
Planning Commission advocates for fewer parking spaces and/or decouples parking
from residential units.
Transit Proximity. It also provides a critical mass of local employees needed to support
a high functioning and reliable transit service. Increased ridership of this magnitude is
our only hope for improved frequency and could justify dedicated lanes, which should
convince other Parkites to ditch their personal cars and enjoy our world-class buses.
Mobility and Safety. The Olympic View concept clearly prioritizes accessibility and
safety for pedestrians and cyclists over automobiles. The site is well-connected to an
existing trail network and also perfectly situated to encourage transit use.
Benefits for existing residents. The Dakota Pacific proposal includes space for
authentic community events and entertainment that our entire community will enjoy.
The new neighborhood also establishes a sense of place absent in much of Kimball
Junction.
I urge the Planning Commission and County Council to support the new development
agreement with the minor tweaks presented above. The outcome of this critical parcel will
have a tremendous impact on the vulnerable families, teachers, service workers,
hospitality staff, recreation workers, etc. who cannot afford to live in Snyderville and deserve
a safe and well-connected place to thrive. The resulting development will also have a
significant impact on the sustainability and livelihood of the next generation of Parkites
(Millenials like myself) compared to the older, gas guzzling homeowners who speak blindly
about the "consequences" a project like this brings. Voices from these groups are largely
absent from this decision-making period and I encourage you to ramp up targeted outreach to
those most impacted by these plans.
This is Summit County's last chance to enable a catalytic project in a strategic location. Saying
"no" simply means deflecting our housing needs elsewhere in a much less livable,
unsustainable, and sprawled-out fashion.
Sincerely,
Tyler Quinn-Smith
Former Land Use & Development Associate at Smart Growth America
Master of Urban Planning Candidate, University of Washington
Jeremy Ranch Resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Cryan
Kirsten Whetstone
Tech park
Sunday, August 9, 2020 2:11:40 PM

The original decision of a decade ago was a sound and reasoned action. Now more than ever
that decision was and continues to be the right one and should not be revised/modified or
otherwise negated. Thank you for listening
Wendy Cryan
Voelker Court
84098

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Kail
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, August 24, 2020 9:51:35 PM

08/25/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
My name is Amanda Kail. My connection to Kimball Junction is I own a home in Silver
Creek, and do much of my shopping in the Kimball Junction area. In addition, I support the
Dakota Pacific development mixed use proposal for the following reasons:
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout
the project, with neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
Offers economic opportunities for today and tomorrow.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
Fresh approach offers opportunities to address important community needs in the
Snyderville Basin.
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and
safety for pedestrians and cyclists.
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
Replacing today’s planned surface parking lots with open space eliminates heat islands
and encourages trail use and outdoor activity.
More residents at Kimball Junction will boost transit ridership, making the system more
efficient and cost-effective.
Highway and transit access make Kimball Junction the best location in western Summit
County for multifamily housing that’s affordable for a range of incomes.
Provides 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
Creates a true walkable neighborhood with a mix of housing, shops, restaurants, offices,
and community amenities.
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined
Kimball Junction that addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to
create a regional town center.
Convenient transit access is fully integrated into the proposal, including potential for
future improvements.
Sloping site allows views from lower floors, while keeping rooflines similar to or below
those of other buildings in the area.
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I want to thank you for your service to the County and for your thoughtful consideration of my
support for this proposal.

Sincerely,
Amanda Kail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Berend
Kirsten Whetstone
Showing my support
Tuesday, August 25, 2020 4:05:34 PM

Hello Kristen,
My name is Ben Berend, I’m 25 years old and I’ve lived in Park City, Utah for 8 years. I just wanted to voice my
support for the mixed use neighborhood on Kimball Junction. This town is amazing but I’ve struggled to afford
living here and I have a pretty awesome job in town. There is no better time or place to approve this neighborhood.
The town of Park City needs this so badly, as I see amazing young people leaving because they can’t afford to live
here or don’t feel there is a place for them here. Thank you so much.
Ben Berend
2018 Olympian
970-819-3730
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beverly Harrison
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Friday, August 7, 2020 1:58:51 PM

08/07/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
*
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Beverly Harrison
1669 Redstone Ave. B-1

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bev Harrison
cooke@summitcounty.org; Ryan Dickey; Joel Fine; Canice Harte; jkucera@summitcounty.or; Crystal Simons; County Council;
jgochnour@dakotapacific.com
Kirsten Whetstone; Pat Putt; Peter Barnes
A Demonstration of Sustainability through Solar Design and Natural landscaping
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 2:56:07 PM

To Commissioners, Planners, Councilors, Developers,
First of all, I live in Fox Point condominiums at Redstone, adjacent to the Swaner
Preserve. As such, I am smack dab in the center of KJ/224 and the proposed DPRE
development will be in my neighborhood. I am passionate about getting around via
transit, cycling and walking. I am happy to hear these means of travel will be
strongly supported in the design of the project. As I have stated before, however, I
hate the thought of having 1100 housing units "across the street" whether or not
they are deed restricted or market priced. Is this number negotiable? I am curious,
for density comparison purposes, about how many total housing units are here on
the east side of 224 combining Fox Point, the Newpark Townhomes, Newpark
Flats, Newpark Terraces, Nevis, Newpark Studios and The Commons. I think it is
important to compute, compare and message to the public the eastside density with
that proposed on the west. Can we find that out?
  
Also, what are the chances of this project being a solar-designed
community? The site gets full sun; it is flat, open and especially windy. Its
location at the gateway to Snyderville Basin and Park City, positions DPRE to send
a strong message to the community and beyond that environmentally sustainable
design is a priority. I would like DPRE to give some serious thought to solar.

And finally, I would like to see the landscape stay as natural as possible to blend
in with the surrounding open space. We don't need--nor should we want--a lot of
lawn or bark. Swaner Preserve staff may be available to help in the selection of
suitable native grasses, shrubs and plants. In addition to accessible sidewalks,
making short trails for people to walk on throughout the community, would
complete the natural-look of the grounds--all of it requiring little irrigation.We
need this landscaping practice now. Grass could be reserved for small "parks" or
other community spaces where people can sit, spread out a blanket, and watch
concerts and other performances. Irrigation required.
I hope DPRE, the SBPC and County Council give serious consideration to making

this project a solar-designed, mixed use, naturally-landscaped community. Our
change to living sustainably and reducing our carbon footprint is seriously overdue.
Tick-tick-tick.
-Bev Harrison

Reply

Forward

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bev Harrison
Thomas Cooke; Malena Stevens; Joel Fine; Ryan Dickey; John Kucera; Canice Harte; Crystal Simons
Kirsten Whetstone
DPRE PROJECT/Guest Editorial
Thursday, August 27, 2020 11:14:10 AM

Hello Commissioners,
I was unable to participate in your Tues. 8/25/20 virtual meeting. Just as well.
Instead, I am submitting my comments to you here. They will also be copied into a
Guest Editorial that Bubba Brown indicated would appear in the Sat. or more likely,
next Wed. Park Record. 'Tis the season for sharing opinions and the editorial page
is crowded. My letter re: the DPRE project is below, with a few changes for your
consideration.

________________
To Planning Commissioners,
I hope you will make a recommendation to the County Council
of a change to mixed use zoning on the Tech Park site at the
Ute Blvd/224 intersection. This will allow Dakota-Pacific
(DPRE) to continue with their project’s journey through the
approval process before the County Council. I've had
conversations with Peter Barnes and Pat Putt, and with Jeff
Gochnour since before the KJNP approved mixed-use zoning.
I know Peter and Pat think mixed-use is a superior community
design; they hate a lot of blacktop and cars; they love a lot of
cyclists and pedestrians.
I request that fewer than 1100 residential units be approved. I
also request this be a solar-designed community. The site is
perfect for solar with a flat, open, south facing exposure. It is
also a particularly windy site. Located at the gateway to our ski
resorts it is a wonderful way to showcase our commitment to
sustainable living at the base of mountains we hope will

continue to be covered with snow.
I live in Fox Point which is one of several east side Kimball
Junction (KJ) neighborhoods in Redstone/Newpark along the
Swaner Trail. I love the look and vibe of this mixed use area. I
tell people all of us who call KJ home live in the eye of a
storm—the storm being traffic going to, from and through The
Junction; the eye being the quiet streets of its residential
neighborhoods. For us, the DPRE project would be joining us
as a major mixed-use addition.
I like that the DPRE community would make use of the
underused 224 pedestrian/cycling underpass which connects
the east and west sides of 224. With that, and on sidewalks,
trails and streets you can travel most anywhere by foot and
bicycle. The circulator and PC buses are other great ways for
us to travel car-less around, to and from KJ and there is plenty
of room for more people on them. Within KJ, we have easy
access to places like: the library and county meeting site; the
Transit Center; Walmart; Staples, bakeries; grocery, clothing,
furniture, pet, home goods, crafts, toy, and framing stores;
sports, bike and ski shops; pharmacies; dental and medical
offices; the field house; The Swaner Preserve; a liquor store;
businesses, e.g. Back Country, Skull Candy; restaurants; The
Outlets, and our extensive trail system. (I put 5000 miles on
my car in 2019 and had one oil change.) If the DPRE project is
built, there'll
be more places to go carless like a cultural events center, a
farmers' market, maybe a hardware store, and senior housing.
I’ve heard, DPRE would include an extended stay hotel which
could accommodate families of athletes and multi-week

visitors.
I would never want to see an office park on the DPRE site,
with a backdrop of the UOP and Wasatch Back. I’m aware it
would likely never be built. After studying the DPRE plans, I
can (sorta) see their proposed community.
Bev Harrison
1669 Redstone Ave. B1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Friday, August 21, 2020 4:48:06 PM

Found in my junk mail
-----Original Message----From: Brooke Jacobs [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 10:42 AM
To: zack@schematik.io
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
08/19/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
My name is Brooke Jacobs. My connection to Kimball Junction is Local resident for 30 years..
In addition, I support the Dakota Pacific development mixed use proposal for the following reasons:
*       Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*       Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*       Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*       Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*       Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*       Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*       Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*       Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*       More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I want to thank you for your service to the County and for your thoughtful consideration of my support for this
proposal.
Sincerely,
Brooke Jacobs
65 Saint Moritz Ter, Park City, UT 84098

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Van Maren
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Monday, August 10, 2020 6:08:19 PM

08/11/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*       Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*       Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*       Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*       Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
*       Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*       Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*       Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*       Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*       Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*       More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Charles Van Maren
Work at five guys

From: Caroline Rodriguez <crodriguez@summitcounty.org>
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 9:59 AM
To: John Kucera <jkucera@summitcounty.org>
Subject: RE: Hi!!
Hi John,
Thanks for the email. I was also hoping to speak but it didn’t seem like that was going to happen, so I
have to give up at hour four. I tried to send a chat to all panelists to provide what info I could.
The answer is – we want to be fully operational with BRT by 2025. In fact, we should hear on our $50
million grant application within the week. If we are not successful, we will pursue other funding, but
still move forward.
Our RFQ for the environmental analysis is with our attorney and should also be released next week,
which is a huge leap forward.
Specifically, it would mean transit-only dedicated lanes on both sides of SR-224, so the buses could run
unobstructed by other traffic. They would also have signal priority, so the light would remain green to
allow the transit vehicle to flow freely through the signals on SR-224.
The proposed BRT would impact the DP project in a few ways.
First, as you’ve heard from Jim, the project is focused on providing a transit friendly neighborhood. A
successful BRT would only enhance the success of that project. Conversely, the DP project provides a
critical mass of riders for our BRT and a carless entryway into our entire transit network. Those that
would choose to live and work in that neighborhood are also much, much more likely to choose to use
transit, rather than drive a personal vehicle. It also actives the space around a future BRT hub. Would
the BRT work without the DP project? Yes, but not as effectively.
The location of the DP development also is prime to open access to all of KJ by transit, because of its
proximity to existing essential services.
I recall hearing someone during public comment last night that was “dismayed” because of the
appearance that some staff supported this project. Speaking for our tiny Transportation Department
– HECK YEAH I DO – OF COURSE I DO! This project directly and positively impacts everything I’ve
been working for, for the past five years.
Happy to provide as much detail on the BRT, interchange, or corridor as you’d like. Let me know.
Thank you,
Caroline

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Hughes
Kirsten Whetstone
Opposition to Dakota Pacific Development Amendment
Monday, August 24, 2020 4:23:25 PM

I would like to add my voice as a resident of Snyderville Basin in opposition to this
development and the landuse changes required to allow this. The increased traffic and
congestion would be very impactful. There is already enough commercial development that is
under utilized at Kimball Junction to require additional retail and commercial. The benefits
for this change and project would all seem to be for the developer with no focus on the needs
for the area.
Thank you,
Greg
-Greg Hughes
(970) 389-4811 | greg.l.hughes@gmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Currie
Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
Kirsten Whetstone
A Continuation Of My Public Comment Today
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 11:59:01 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners and County Planner,
Sincerest thanks for your time and efforts as you navigate the public's response to this
controversial development proposal. I truly believe you have Park City's best interest in
mind.
The 2 biggest takeaways for me today are this:
I am concerned that the developers have had far more opportunity to represent their
perception of the public's interest than the public has had to represent itself. There was
such a large turnout of passionate locals today (I saw 135 attendees when I was a
panelist). Over these last 9+ months, the planning team has had far more than 3 minutes
per-person to hear from the developers. Our public interest is simply not represented
well enough at this time. Thank you for continuing the conversation.  
All of our community needs expressed in today's public meeting can be achieved
without developing another hotel. Another hotel is NOT reflective of our
community values and needs, especially on this particular land.  
A woman said in today's meeting that those who do not support the development don't have
the facts that she apparently has (and didn't share with us). Such a blanket generalization of so
many thoughtful and engaged community members is unlikely, and of course, cannot be
proven. As such, this generalization was unnecessary, unhelpful and divisive. I hope this
comment was taken with a grain of salt.
Many concerned with the development were engaged in (and are leaning on information
derived from) a year-long 2020 Visioning Process in Summit County provided by a renowned
third-party organization. A large portion of respondents of the Visioning's surveys are from
the 84098 area, which will be most impacted by the development. The results are well
documented on the Future IQ Website.

The Planning Commission has heard the developer's perception of our community's
"wants and needs". I firmly request the Planning Commission carefully studies the
2020 Visioning results. Without taking this survey into account, the Planning
Commission will have failed to regard (and therefore failed to have acted in) the
well-documented compelling and countervailing public's interest.

I've run my interpretation of the proposed development through each critical pillar as
defined by the Vision 2020 Process:

Affordability and Equity:
Affordable housing is a critical aspect of this pillar, and was mirrored in today's meeting
by teachers and others who want to live where they work.  
Based on today's presentation and the information listed below, I do not have
confidence that this development will actually allow the majority of people to live
where they work.
It does NOT benefit the community to solve our need for affordable housing with a
bargaining chip for developers to build another hotel (especially adjacent to land we
spent $25 million to preserve as a low density area).
There are a number of ways to generate affordable housing in our community - it does
not need to be contingent on unnecessary/unwanted hotel developments.  
We must explore how to best generate affordable housing together as a community, with
the aid of local experts such as Pat Matheson from Mountain Lands Affordable
Housing Trust.
Please watch the Recorded Zoom Interview of Pat Matheson from Mountain Land's
Affordable Housing Trust in its entirety: affordable housing prices are based on average
median income ($119,000) instead of average wages in summit county ($44,000).
This means our local workforce (including those that would work the newly
developed hotel) would not be able to afford to live in the newly developed
affordable housing.  
This is not in alignment with our "Sustainable Tourism" Pillar, and will greatly
impact commuter traffic as mentioned below.
Based on today's presentation and the information listed above, I am very
concerned that the developer's attempt to provide affordable housing and
economic diversity may inadvertently result in unwanted gentrification.
There is no current countervailing public interest that compels us to build this hotel especially on land we spent $25 million to preserve as a low-density area.

Transportation Innovation:
26,000 people per day commute in and out of Summit County for work:
13,000 people who work in Summit County commute from SLC (or other).
13,000 people who live in Park City commute to SLC for higher paying jobs.  
Because affordable housing prices in Summit County are not based on average wages
($44,000) traffic would increase dramatically with more commuting:

Those who can afford to live in the Tech Park's affordable housing will likely
commute to SLC ( or other) for higher paying jobs.
The countless staff who would work in the newly developed hotel would NOT be
able to afford to live in Greater Park City, and will have to commute home to SLC
(or other).
There is no current countervailing public interest surrounding our
Transportation Innovation Pillar that compels us to build another hotel, especially on
this land. Rather, the values in this pillar reject a number of interpreted transportation
impacts of such a development.  

Sustainable Tourism:
Sustainable Tourism is defined as "A harmonious balance between the quality of life residents and the quality of
experience for visitors."

Our Sustainable Tourism Pillar is not considered if:

Our local workforce cannot afford to live in the new affordable housing
units.
Those who reside in the new units are commuting to SLC for higher paying
jobs.
The Majority of these units are used for nightly rentals (Air B n B, etc).
There is no current countervailing public interest surrounding our Sustainable Tourism
Critical Pillar that compels us to build this hotel - especially on this specific
land.  Rather, the values of this pillar reject a number of interpreted impacts on
Sustainable Tourism.

Environmental Leadership:
There is no current countervailing public interest surrounding our Environmental
Leadership Pillar that compels us to build another hotel, especially on this land. Rather,
the values in this pillar reject a number of interpreted environmental impacts of this
specific development.

Arts, Culture & Local Economy:
There is no current countervailing public interest surrounding this critical pillar that
demands a new hotel adjacent to land we spent $25 million to preserve as low density.  

Sincerest thanks again for your time and efforts as you navigate this controversial proposal.
I'm thankful for your commitment to providing the best service possible to our public interest.

Gratefully,
Heather Currie

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Perkins
Ryan Dickey; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan Dickey
Kirsten Whetstone; Peter Barnes
Public Hearing comments on Dakota proposal
Sunday, August 23, 2020 1:26:43 PM

Dear Snyderville Planning Commission:
I ask you to deny this developer’s proposal for the following reasons:
As it is designed now, I think by the time it is built, this project will be mostly irrelevant and
outdated. Along with exacerbating the traffic problem - not solving it - the project is urban.
As you know, especially since Covid-19, people are fleeing from cities - not to them. Look at
our trail heads, mountains, and rivers - people are fleeing to nature. People are desperate for
calm, nurturing, and beautiful, environments.
This proposed development puts thousands of people close together and it paves over almost
everything but the sky. And it would be a very noisy place to live. How does that fit with
what we value?
This is obvious, and it needs to be said: in the last couple Dakota hearings we talked as if
everything is same old, same old, normal. Everything is not normal. I think we don’t know
what the new normal looks like yet. We have all been through a major shift since Covid19
began. Will offices and work situations ever be the same? I doubt it. It appears that our
collective values have changed and are changing - rapidly. What was once important, holds
far less importance in our lives. Simple more meaningful things and experiences are more
appreciated and valued. New ways to living and working are emerging. Some people are
realizing that they really like working from home, others maybe not so much - probably
depending on one’s home life. For many, the days of going to the office are gone forever.
Jobs are and will change. Are we really designing for these changes yet? I don’t think so.
There is an insane amount of job loss, in the multi-millions, as you know, along with the
massive loss of life. What’s next? Millions on the street hungry and homeless? At this date,
we simply don’t know. So why design and approve a project this massive when there are so
many vital unknowns at this moment?
How many Summit County office spaces were empty pre Covid-19 and then post Covid-19?
We are adding mixed use in New Park and Silver Creek, do we really need this project too? I
think we are over building.
This project is not net-zero, not even close, or did I miss that part? I think a development this
large should be nothing less. Are the developers going to buy into 100% renewable energy in
this, or other locations? If you look at tech projects around the world, is this project state of
the art? Would it even be inviting to tech companies? Has anyone asked tech companies what
types of facilities and housing they will need in the coming years? What is their vision of a
great workspace? Has anyone asked Skull Candy and other tech companies if the majority of
their employees are still working from home and if so, do they see this trend in the tech
industry continuing after Covid? It seems a prudent question. As a tech company, their
answers may point to a need for less - much less office space, and therefore possibly fewer
buildings - not more. Does this project really reflect the future in tech? Here’s one example
of what I mean regarding the future of tech - and this presentation was over 4 years ago. You
may have seen it.
https://www.ted.com/talks/maurice_conti_the_incredible_inventions_of_intuitive_ai.

Bob Richer, Mike Washington, Miles Rademan, Sally Elliot made excellent points in previous
meetings. I agree with much of what they said. I am not convinced that there is enough real
in-depth analysis on how this would actually be built and how it would be of any real benefit
to our community and a lot of what was presented is not practical. As it was presented and
designed, I don’t think this project fits who we are as a community nor does it benefit us
enough to make it worthwhile given our rapidly changing world.
The good news is that we have the opportunity of starting again, in so many ways we are at
ground zero and this is true for all development in the County, or could be. We have an
opportunity to design differently and more consciously and wisely than we ever have before.
Hopefully we will continue to appreciate how much nature is a valuable asset that supports our
collective wellbeing and do all we can to preserve it, enhance it, and design in harmony with
it.
Thank you,
Jan Perkins

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

June Krigman
Kirsten Whetstone
Summit Research Park
Monday, August 24, 2020 3:30:15 PM

I am very much opposed to Dakota Pacific's proposal for Summit Research Park. Kimball
Junction traffic is already a nightmare.  Traffic has been everyone's major complaint for a long
time, but the reason we have this traffic problem is because of over development.  This project
will only exacerbate an existing problem and will also increase the need for more schools,
police, and fire.
It seems that every time there is a general plan or specific zoning, the council overrides it.
Let's not do it this time. The plan was originally written because it is what people wanted,
and we still want it.  
Please do not approve this project in the best interest of our community.
Respectfully,
June Krigman
Summit Park

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kellee johnson
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Saturday, August 8, 2020 8:46:06 PM

08/09/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
*
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
*
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
*
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kellee johnson
5944 n market st park city UT 84098

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda George
Kirsten Whetstone
Dakota Pacific development
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 4:24:07 PM

As a resident of Summit County, I strongly oppose changing the development code for the Tech Park land.
The proposal has minimal clear gain to our community, and there is already a lot going on: in addition to several
major construction projects in progress in the county, a re-visioning of the Redstone/Kimball area, and considerable
traffic congestion, the pandemic may well bring permanent shifts in how we work, recreate, and live. The proposed
changes will impact future generations in ways that are not easily foreseen - it’s hard to envision what will be
needed in the future, even over as short a period as 10 years from now.
I appreciate the County’s foresight in protecting open-space areas and encouraging local input for Kimball-area
redesign efforts. If, over time, it becomes clear that there is a need to change the development code at the Tech Park,
this question can be revisited - but if additional development is approved now, we lose other alternatives.
There appears to be no requirement to approve this change; “no” is a viable response. Please vote against changing
the code to allow this development.
Linda George
Park City

From:
To:

Marilyn Burrell
Kirsten Whetstone; Thomas Cooke; Canice Harte; Malena Stevens; Crystal Simons; Joel Fine; John Kucera; Ryan
Dickey
Kathy Mears; Sally Cousins Elliott
Dakota Pacific Hearing, zone change
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 1:46:38 PM

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

To: Summit County Planning Commission
RE:

Dakota Pacific Hearing, zone change Parcels: PCTC-404-AM and PCTC-403-AM

Commissioners:
I tried to participate in the Commission meeting call the end of July regarding the zoning change
request by Dakota Pacific for the property known as the Park City Tech Center without success.
I have been a resident of Park City since 1983 and have seen many changes, some good, some not so
good. The growth has been incredible in these years.    I felt it was a great move when Summit
County zoned the area South of WalMart as industrial to bring in new business with different career
choices and employers to diversify the work force opportunities was a great idea. We do need
diversity in employment opportunities outside of resort operations, restaurant and hotels.
I do not want to see this area re-zoned as residential, we need the tech business and more technical
employment opportunities in Summit County. The developer knew the zoning when they bought the
property and should be concerned with development in the business/tech areas, not assuming they
can brow beat the county planners to re-zone residential, where they can make much more money.
If this is changed to residential and the developer allowed to build with the density impact they are
indicating, the impact in that area will be huge. The traffic at the Kimball Junction area is already a
nightmare, I drive it every day. Adding an additional 2500 cars to the works with residents
commuting to work, whether in Park City or Salt Lake, will be a huge impact to the junction area. I
understand the developer is presenting a lovely residential area, with parks and trails and lots of
open space but I cannot see how the numbers they are presenting with an excess of 1000 residential
units and a hotel in 40 acres will be lovely and desirable. The Liberty Peak Apartments adjacent to
the property in question have 150 units in 6 acres. Many of these buildings have commonwall
apartments, multiple floors and limited parking. There is very little open space, one play area and
no trails. If you take the 6 acres Liberty Peak lies on x6.5 or 39 acres, that puts 975 units in the same
acreage the developer is trying to re-zone (44 acres). This number is less than the number the
developer is looking to inhabit with single family homes, on individual lots? There is not enough
land to accommodate these numbers without going up, more than 2 levels. No developments have
been allowed that height.   That does not leave any space for open space parks trails and
aesthetically pleasing atmosphere on the area. I just don’t see it. And then the developer pockets
millions and leaves town for residents to deal with. They do not live here or have any investment in
our community, they just want to build as big as possible and leave.
Please vote no on any zoning change. This will be an impact that will not be a positive experience for
any residents of the area. We need the development of new employers and technical employment
for the current residents of Summit County, Kimball Junction and Park City.
Thank you for your time.
Marilyn Burrell
435-655-5244

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Barnes
Kirsten Whetstone
FW: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Friday, August 21, 2020 4:47:45 PM

FYI from my junk mail folder
-----Original Message----From: Mark Niehus [mailto:info@heykimballjunction.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 11:05 AM
To: Juan@relicagency.com
Subject: In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
08/19/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
My name is Mark Niehus. My connection to Kimball Junction is I live nearby (Jeremy Ranch) In addition, I support
the Dakota Pacific development mixed use proposal for the following reasons:
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
I want to thank you for your service to the County and for your thoughtful consideration of my support for this
proposal.
Sincerely,
Mark Niehus
8815 Silver Spur Road Park City UT 84098
(206) 380-0082

Honorable Planning Commissioners:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed Dakota Pacific development at Kimball Junction.
Background
I was a member of the Basin Open Space Committee that helped negotiate the sale of the PRI property, that included
the parcel in question. Previous to serving in that capacity, I served on the Basin Planning Commission. The planning
commission had designated the PRI parcel as part of a Town Center. It was our vision to create a walkable community,
with a variety of housing types, shops, trails, meeting areas, entertainment, and employment centers. Residents would
walk to shop, recreate, work, and socially mingle! When the opportunity arose to purchase the PRI parcel with
community raised funds, I experienced some consternation in giving up on having a true town center. Ultimately, I sided
with my colleagues in the recommendation to acquire the vast majority of the parcel as open space. Roughly 80 acres of
the PRI parcel were earmarked for affordable housing and a tech center that would provide good paying jobs. After the
completion of the affordable housing and two tech buildings, the property has been sold to a developer that now wishes
to convert most of the area set aside for the tech center to housing. My thoughts about the proposal are as follows:
1. High density housing, especially affordable housing, is better situated in mixed use communities, not spread-out on
the side of a mountain. Accordingly, I support converting some of the development parcel to housing.
2. The configuration of the development parcel, especially the housing buildings, resembles “the projects”-- high density
housing complexes you’d find in metropolitan areas. The dwelling units relate more to one another, instead of the
open space that abuts the property and the splendid views in the background.
3. I recommend consideration of two alternative ways to configure the development as follows:
Plan A is to follow the development scheme of Redstone and Newpark, wherein the housing is placed on the periphery,
abutting the open spaces, and the retail shops and office spaces are situated on the interior of the development.
(Residential units abutting open space will garner much higher prices.) A community trail would meander along the
edge of the open space, similar to the one at Redstone/Newpark.
Plan B is to follow the Whistler Resort development pattern, wherein the housing is situated above the commercial uses
in a circular configuration. This pattern has been deployed at the Canyons Village Center and the Gateway in SLC. You
also see this configuration in part of Newpark, where housing is built on top of a commercial strip and parking structure.
4. In the northern half of Newpark, there’s affordable housing, restaurants, a hotel, office buildings, and a recreation
center, all inter- mingled in a relatively small area. It would be interesting to compare the acreage of that area and the
subject parcel. That kind of configuration (with a little less office space and a little more housing) is more akin to the
mixed use communities envisioned in the County’s General Plan.
5. with either of the above noted development patterns, you could provide flexibility of uses for the parcel adjacent to
Skull Candy.
6. The developer should be required to provide offsets to the impacts associated with the conversion from office to
residential uses. Such contributions could include providing funds to enlarge the round-about or create other traffic
congestion mitigations.
Thank you for the opportunity to opine! Best wishes in your efforts to make our community great!
Max Greenhalgh
435 714-1720

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Kucera
Ryan Dickey; Crystal Simons; Kirsten Whetstone; Joel Fine; Thomas Cooke; Malena Stevens; Canice Harte
Public Input Received - Tech Park
Tuesday, August 25, 2020 1:38:29 PM

From: Minda Stockdale <mindabond@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2020 10:42 AM
To: John Kucera <jkucera@summitcounty.org>
Subject: Hello and input from Minda
Hi John!
I hope you are doing well and having a wonderful summer, despite all of the strange circumstances. I
can’t believe the season is coming to an end!
I thought I would reach out to you with input regarding the commission’s consideration of Summit
Research Park Proposed Modifications this evening. I recently moved in with my fiancé into the
Redstone neighborhood, so have been following west side topics a little more closely, and through
my work with the City am aware of the approved development in Wasatch and Summit County
surrounding Park City. As you know, there’s an incredible amount of new construction on the
horizon in the next few years!
My input considers regional development and turbulent times, with a touch of my mother’s dating
advice. Please consider a recommendation to hold off on re-zoning the research park for now. With
no legal obligation to act, you continue to hold the cards and see how current events and future
development shake out – don’t hand over the keys to the first bidder and limit your options! Is a
transit center really needed, with an existing one 0.2 miles down the road? Do we need another
hotel in addition to what’s being added at Canyon’s base? My spidey senses tell me we’re
considering buying into what’s being sold to us – rather than considering our community’s true &
future needs (tbd) in the face of already-approved, future development.
Thanks for your consideration John, and hope to see you soon. Stay well!
Warmly,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Horton
Thomas Cooke; Malena Stevens; Joel Fine; Ryan Dickey; Canice Harte; Crystal Simons; John Kucera
Kirsten Whetstone
Pubic Comment, Dakota Pacific hearing, 8/25/2020
Tuesday, August 25, 2020 9:47:36 AM

Greetings Planning Commissioners,
This is the text of a guest editorial I authored for the Park Record appearing on 8/22/2020 about the Dakota Pacific
amendment application that I wish to have placed in the public comment record of your public hearing on
8/25/2020. Thank you.
"GUEST EDITORIAL: The evidence is ample that tech centers and ski resort economies aren't a good pair
Tom Horton
Prospector

Has it occurred to Parkites that tech innovation centers and resort economies don’t
work well together? Apparently not, judging by the number of letters and statements
supporting the existing Summit Research Park as opposed to the new Dakota Pacific
development plan. It should be possible to easily defend the research park concept
by citing the research parks in similar communities like Aspen, Jackson Hole, Tahoe,
Vail, Sedona, and so on. Wait, you say there are none? What could that possibly
mean?
It means two things. First, there is something mythological about our notions of how
the tech innovation sector works; and second, diversifying not will solve our
growth/development/traffic problems and build community resilience.
We have this image of tech entrepreneurs arriving with buckets of venture capital they
spend lavishly to attract brilliant minds that demand a resort lifestyle. Nothing else
matters. But apparently it doesn’t work like that. Growing tech firms want the same
things other businesses want – cheap land and infrastructure; low facility costs; lowcost, well-educated, mobile labor living in affordable housing. Tech wants immediate
adjacency to major universities where it can turn expiring student visas into J-1 visas.
It should be clear that little of the above exists in Park City. But it does just down the
hill, along the Wasatch Front, where this thing called Silicon Slopes has popped up. In
other words, Park City can’t compete with urban Utah for tech business. Never could,
and it puzzles me how the idea ever went forward.
We actually possess one small piece of data about how tech employment works in
Park City: Skullcandy, the only Summit Research Park tenant. People in a position to
know tell me that 70% of Skullcandy employees commute from SLC, and they do so
because they like their affordable, high-amenity housing in engaging neighborhoods.
In other words, Skullcandy dumps a bunch more traffic onto I-15 and Kimball Junction
while its payrolls get spent in the valley. Great, let’s do that 15 more times. The new
Dakota Pacific proposal tries to build that kind of diverse, walkable, high-amenity
community locally, where its adjacency to transit won’t generate new traffic, and its
income will get spent locally. If the enemies of traffic realized this, they would love the

idea.
And then there’s the idea that diversification reduces Park City’s vulnerability to
recessions that damage tourism and travel – such as the 2008 real estate meltdown.
We recovered from that, of course, and you can argue that the local power for that
recovery came from – wait for it – real estate. Now we have the 2020 pandemic
recession, whose story is still unfinished. But recovery is on the horizon, and it is
pretty clear the community’s resilience has been enabled by the non-profit sector, the
philanthropy that supports it, and intelligent government. Neither 2008 nor 2020, so
far, support the idea that diversification is a magic recession bullet.
A telling fact is that in developing Park City’s Bonanza district, a higher-density,
affordable, walkable, diverse, transit-oriented development with a strong community
feel makes sense to a great many people. So why, when Dakota Pacific proposes
that for Kimball Junction, does it become a traffic-generator and community-killer?
Beats me. So let’s be bold -- dump this outmoded notion that a Summit Research
Park will solve any of our problems, when the evidence is that it would do nothing and
possibly worsen them. We are lucky, actually, that it was economically unfeasible in
the first place."
Tom Horton
https://www.instagram.com/further2fly/
https://www.facebook.com/Further2Fly

https://FurtherToFly.com
(mobile) +1 801 739-1499

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Q Smith
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:49:15 AM

08/11/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
I support the Dakota Pacific development proposal to build a new neighborhood featuring a mix of housing, shops,
offices, restaurants, open space, and areas for community events. I support amending the development agreement for
the following reasons:
*       Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
*       Designed from the ground up to reflect goals and recommendations of community plans, including recent
Kimball Junction Neighborhood Master Plan.
*       Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*       Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*       Provides affordable housing options, specifically 306 units of workforce and attainable housing.
*       Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*       Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
*       Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
*       Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
and cyclists.
*       Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*       More residents will mean more customers for all Kimball Junction businesses.
I urge you to vote in favor of this exciting new direction for Kimball Junction. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Tyler Q Smith
4118 Moose Hollow Road
Downtown Park City is often a stretch (20-30min drive/bus ride) from my neighborhood, Jeremy Ranch, so Kimball
Junction has become a town center destination instead. It's an easy bus, bike, or drive from home and a convenient
place for meeting friends, picking up groceries, attending concerts, going out to dinner, etc. I strongly support a
well-integrated and connected mixed-use neighborhood at your project site.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Buchanan
Kirsten Whetstone
I OPPOSE THE DAKOTA/KIMBALL JUNCTION TECH CENTER
Thursday, September 10, 2020 4:54:19 PM

Hello,

As a citizen and taxpayer of Park City and resident in Silver Springs/Kimball Junction I oppose this. Vehemently
Oppose this proposal. We don’t want more people living here and congesting the streets.
We don’t want a gondola taking you from Kimball Junction to UOP. THIS ISN’T LAS VEGAS!!   Our schools
can’t handle it. Our roads can’t handle it. The city is going to collapse upon itself if the planning commission
doesn’t start planning better.
Please for the love of God STOP THE MADNESS.
Sincerely,
Andre Buchanan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ivor Allsop
noreply@heykimballjunction.com
In support of the Dakota Pacific Development proposal
Wednesday, August 26, 2020 6:59:26 PM

08/27/2020
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission
Summit County Planning & Zoning
60 N. Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Commissioners,
My name is Ivor Allsop. My connection to Kimball Junction is My primary residence, which I own, is in Highland
Estates. In addition, I support the Dakota Pacific development mixed use proposal for the following reasons:
*
Offers much-needed housing choices for a range of incomes, needs and lifestyles.
*
Promotes walkability, with tree-lined streets and trails offering easy access throughout the project, with
neighboring properties and the regional trail network.
*
Protects open space and embraces local sustainability goals.
Generates less traffic than approved Tech Center office park plan.
*
*
Compact design and little surface parking maximize open space.
Most parking will be underground or within building podiums, improving aesthetics and safety for pedestrians
*
and cyclists.
*
Includes space for community events like concerts and farmers markets.
*
Replacing today’s planned surface parking lots with open space eliminates heat islands and encourages trail
use and outdoor activity.
More residents at Kimball Junction will boost transit ridership, making the system more efficient and cost*
effective.
Highway and transit access make Kimball Junction the best location in western Summit County for
*
multifamily housing that’s affordable for a range of incomes.
*
Offers tremendous opportunity to implement community’s vision for a reimagined Kimball Junction that
addresses critical issues and connects fragmented elements to create a regional town center.
Convenient transit access is fully integrated into the proposal, including potential for future improvements.
*
I want to thank you for your service to the County and for your thoughtful consideration of my support for this
proposal.
Sincerely,
Ivor Allsop
6448 countryside circle

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Crystal Simons
Marylynne Buford
Re: Tech Park Proposal
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 4:17:41 PM

Thank you, Marylynne, for your comments. As of yesterday, the Snyderville Basin Planning Commission passed
this item onto the Summit County Council. There will be more opportunity for public comment (written and verbal)
at future County Council meetings, which will be publicly noticed. In the meantime, I’m forwarding your email
below to the planning staff for inclusion in the record of public comment to date.
Sincerely,
Crystal Simons
Sent from my iPad
> On Sep 9, 2020, at 3:53 PM, Marylynne Buford <mbuford62@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
> I am concerned about the Tech Park (Dakota Pacific Real Estate) proposal of building 1100 housing units at
Kimball Junction. Those encouraging this proposal in the newspaper indicate the people in these housing units can
use the bus system that is nearby. I think it is foolish to think that the people living in these homes will not drive cars
and add traffic to Kimball Junction. Please do not say yes to this kind of project when we already have so much
traffic congestion at Kimball Junction. Lets focus on better traffic mitigation, not adding to the current congestion
problems by adding 1100 households to this area.
> Thank you. Marylynne Buford

EXHIBIT H
January 2, 2021
My name is Jeff Smith
I have been a resident of this area for 35 + years. I was a member of the Snyderville Basin
Planning Commission for six years. And was present and involved at the approval of the
PRI/Boyer/Open Space project for which this commission is meeting to judge the request for
amendment.
I was there! I voted for the development. But, I would leave those meetings wondering if I
would be proud to say I was a part of the approval. A few weeks ago, I drove through this
development and wondered “whatever happened to that Research Park we approved?”
Now I know. It died, not to be revived. The market, and the trends in that segment of the
commercial real-estate market simply refused to move up the mountain. And I understand that
almost everywhere in the country, developments such as this Research Park are failing, being
re-developed, or sitting as empty as ours.
We need a new thinking to secure the benefits suggested in the original proposal. To refuse to
consider an amended plan is to stick our heads in the sand and ignore the economic realities of
the marketplace. To reject them out of hand is simply foolish. We need to seriously consider
what the community, the potential tenants, and the marketplace will allow.
I suggest a few observations to be seriously considered:
1. This project as currently on the books is failing, and it will not be revived without
substantial redirection. That is an untenable position for the County, the Public, the Tax
Base, and the Neighborhood. It’s partially developed but vacant lots show failure, and
that failure can be healed.
2. The benefits to the community which were promised are clearly failing to materialize.
a. The $2,500,000 in property and sales taxes have not materialized. This new
development will contribute some $5,500,000 annually to the tax base of the
county. Those funds largely supporting schools and community services. To
ignore that economic benefit is naive.
b. The impact fees of almost $16,000,000 which benefit our Sewer, Water and
other public amenities should not be cast off without fair consideration.
c. The added employment of construction and full time workers and the economic
impact of those jobs will also benefit the county and it’s tax payers.
d. The retail in Kimball Junction has also not thrived as expected because of a lack
of critical mass close by. We need more housing, close to the existing
community to make these retail and service assets thrive.
e. Affordable Housing of some 300+ units are absolutely necessary in this county.
It is almost impossible to build enough affordable units to fill the need. And just
because other Workforce housing is proposed, is no reason to ignore this gift

from the developer. Remember, the development already has contributed the
housing necessary to satisfy the code. These 300+ units are a bonus.
3. Finally…. The State will not come to the table to improve the intersection of 224 and I80
until there is a significant node of residential density. So, the congestion challenges of
those intersections are not even on the calendar to be solved and won’t be until density
such as this is developed.
So… Tinker with this proposal if you see fit, but don’t ignore the benefits just because…
I am thrilled that this project is now on the table and someday I can look back be proud I was
involved.
Thankyou
Jeff Smith
801 550-1925

